
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

OPEN SESSION

Thursday, March 22, 2018

5:30 pm – Hot Buffet Dinner Provided – Emo Health Centre

6:00 pm – Emo Health Centre – Board Room

A G E N D A

Item Description Page

1. Call to Order – 6:00 pm – Reading of the Mission Statement *

1.1 Quorum

1.2 Conflict of Interest and Duty

2. Presentation – North West Local Health Integration Network Update – Deferred to April
3. Patient / Resident Safety Moment
4. Consent Agenda

4.1 Board Minutes – February 22, 2018 *
4.2 Chair’s Report – J. Beazley *
4.3 President & Chief Executive Officer Report – T. Scholten **
4.4 Health Services Report – L. Maki *
4.5 Operations Report – H. Gauthier *
4.6 Long Term Care Report – M. Griffiths *
4.7 Chief of Staff & President of the JMS Report – Dr. R. Algie/Dr. L. Jenks *
4.8 Governance Committee Report – J. Beazley *
4.9 Audit & Resources Committee Report – C. Sanders *
4.10 Quality Safety Risk Committee Report – S. Weir
4.11 Riverside Foundation for Health Care Report *
4.12 Auxiliary Reports *

5. Motion to Approve the Agenda

6. Business Arising

6.1 Advocacy Update

7. Quality, Safety, & Risk Strategic Discussion – Performance Based Compensation – QIP Planning *
8. New Business

8.1 QIP *
8.2 Rainycrest Update *
8.3 Sub-Region Planning Table Update *

9. Opportunity for Public Participation

10. Move to In-Camera

11. Other Motions/Business

12. Date and Location of Next Meeting: April 26, 2018

13. Adjournment
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**denotes circulated under separate cover

*** denotes previously distributed
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
ANTICIPATED MOTIONS – OPEN SESSION

Thursday March 22, 2018

5. Motion to Approve the Agenda THAT the RHC Board of Directors approve the Agenda
as circulated/amended

7. Performance Based Compensation – QIP
Planning

THAT the RHC Board of Directors approve the percent of
salary linked to each achievement of the QIP targets and
the terms that will be used to determine payout are as
follows ____________________________.

8.1 QIP Approval THAT the Board of Directors approves the Progress Report
for 2017-18 QIP, 2018-19 QIP Workplan and the QIP
Narrative for Health Care Organizations in Ontario.

10. Move to In-Camera THAT the RHC Board of Directors move to in camera
session at (time)

11. Other Motions/Business

13. Adjournment THAT the RHC Board of Directors meeting be
adjourned at (time)
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Minutes of the Open Board Meeting – February 22, 2018 Page 1

RIVERSIDE HEALTH CARE FACILITIES INC.
MINUTES

OPEN SESSION

Date of Meeting: February 22, 2018 Time of Meeting: 6:00 pm

Location of Meeting: La Verendrye General Hospital – Board Room

PRESENT: J. Beazley V. Nowak C. Sanders S. Weir
D. McDonald J. Forbes D. Robinson * Dr. R. Algie
*via OTN/teleconference

STAFF: M. Griffiths, B.Booth, L. Maki, H. Gauthier

REGRETS: T. Scholten, J. Ogden, C. McKinnon, Dr. L. Jenks

GUEST: K. Pierroz (Item 2.0), S. LeBlanc (Item 7.0)

1. CALL TO ORDER:

J. Beazley called the meeting to order at 6:00 pm. B. Booth recorded the minutes of this meeting. D.
McDonald read the Mission Statement. Jan noted our thoughts are with Ted during this time of difficulty.
Jan welcomed Kathryn and Simone to the meeting.

1.1 Quorum

Jan shared there were 2 regrets. Quorum was present.

1.2 Conflict of Interest

No conflict of interest or duty was declared.

2. Presentation – Strategic Communication Discussion – K. Pierroz

Jan welcomed Kathryn Pierroz, Communication Lead noting she has had an opportunity to review the
Strategic Communication Plan. Jan shared that trust is an issue, further highlighting the Boards 4
communication goals throughout the plan noting these were identified a few years ago. Kathryn provided
an overview of what she has been working on, highlighting the following:

• tracking and evaluation is a focus.
• looking at engaging the press on what they want to know.
• internal communication is important prior to linking to external.
• working on an intranet portal – preliminary stages – looking at engaging all management on this.
• reviewing policies.

Jan noted the intranet portal has been important to the Board and described what the Board would like
the portal to do. Discussion took place regarding having confidential information on the portal. Kathryn
shared she is testing 4 different platform portals currently and is looking at admin controls. Discussion
took place regarding portal options (ie. Google doc’s).

Jan thanked Kathryn for her presentation. Henry thanked Kathryn for her work to date.

3. Patient / Resident Safety Moment

Lori shared a patient safety moment regarding spinal neck injuries. She highlighted the patient case
noting that a chart review was complete and the situation was used as an education opportunity and
turned out valuable.
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Minutes of the Open Board Meeting – February 22, 2018 Page 2

4. CONSENT AGENDA

The Chair asked if there were any items to be removed from the consent agenda to be discussed
individually. The following was removed:

• 4.4 Health Services Report
• 4.7 Chief of Staff Report

5. MOTION TO APPROVE THE AGENDA:

ADD: 8.4 Executive Compensation Update
8.5 Rainycrest Update
8.6 Health Services Report
8.7 Chief of Staff Report

6. BUSINESS ARISING:

There was no business arising.

7. Quality, Safety, & Risk Strategic Discussion – How Does the QIP Align with our Strategic Plan

Jan welcomed Simone LeBlanc to the meeting. Jan recalled the QIP will need to be approved next
month therefore her and Shanna thought this would be a good conversation to have. Jan referenced the
circulated documents for educational information noting the importance of the “Guidance for Boards: QIP
Development and Evaluation” document. Shanna recalled the previous meeting conversation regarding
the QIP noting we want to ensure the QIP aligns with the strategic plan. Simone provided an overview on
what has been done with the QIP to date highlighting she held a “QIP 101” session with management,
leadership and the Patient Family Advisory Committee as well as front line staff through the newsletter.
The narrative and planning for next year’s QIP was worked on. The session was well received and
positive comments have been forwarded. Simone discussed next steps noting she will be meeting with
the working group to discuss the drafts, then this will go to the Quality, Safety, Risk Committee and then
to the Board for approval. Simone confirmed there is one QIP which includes hospital and LTC. She
further shared as the strategic plan is still in development; this has been noted in the narrative. It was
noted that the Board appreciates the process that has been invested with engagement. Simone reported
a barrier experienced is resources and external data. She noted the change plans are where the front
line staff get involved and discussed the importance of staff knowing how the data is being used. Jan
reiterated the Quality, Safety, Risk Committee will do the main review of the QIP prior to coming to the
Board.

Jan thanked Simone for attending.

8. NEW BUSINESS:

8.1 Signing Authority Policy

Jan reviewed the briefing note. Henry reviewed the major revisions.

It was,

MOVED BY: D. McDonald SECONDED BY: V. Nowak

THAT the Board approves the Agenda as amended.
CARRIED.

It was,

MOVED BY: D. Robinson SECONDED BY: S. Weir

THAT the Board approves the Signing Authorities, Approval Authorizations & Procurement
Thresholds policy as presented.

CARRIED.
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8.2 Advocacy Update

Henry noted there has been no further movement on this. Jan reported this will be brought back when
Ted is present.

ACTION: Bring back to next meeting.

8.3 Other

There were no other items due to the additions.

8.4 Executive Compensation Update

Henry circulated and reviewed the executive compensation plan and the letter Jan received. He
highlighted the revisions. Henry reported the plan has been approved by the Ministry for public posting
(there remains a caveat where the Chief of Staff will need to be added if the full-time salary reaches
$100,000; however this does not prevent RHC from public posting).

8.5 Rainycrest Update

Marva provided a high level overview and history of how the closure to admissions came to be noting the
following:

• Approximately 1 year ago, 4 orders were issued by the MOHLTC (May 2017, some non-
compliance noted in 2016) regarding: plan of care (skin and wound), maintenance, abuse and
neglect, and required programs (falls, pain, continence, skin and wound)

• These orders were reissued in July 2017 and again in November 2017. During Marva’s initial
hire in November 2017, the status of the orders revealed that no action plans were established
therefore plans were initiated to achieve compliance in November 2017. The MOHLTC
conducted a visit at the beginning of November 2017 whereby the plans were being executed
however did not have time to be implemented. The orders were re-issued in January 2018 (3

rd

time).
• Corrective actions were implemented, some of which were attainable in November 2017.
• Required programs were implemented in January 2018 with committee members established.

However, programs are a work in progress and needs time to be established therefore the
programs are not 100% achievable within one month.

• To date there has been significant work done in terms of skin and wound, education related to
documentation, care plans, and required programs. A Restorative Care Aide has been hired.

• Staffing was identified as an issue; therefore we are increasing our recruitment efforts and
looking at different options for assistance.

• Recruitment efforts – aside from our current mode of recruitment (advertising within region and
outside of region and accessing agency staff); we are exploring retired staff, personnel with other
designations other than PSW (ie. DSW’s, district Social Workers, paramedics, skills transfer (RC
specific), community outreach, student placements.

• Assistance has been provided from RHC Directors, CEO, CFO, CNO, and Consultant for lifts and
transfers, skin and would management, policy revisions are taking place and new policies are
being looked at, and weekly reviews are scheduled.

• Marva noted compliance orders must be complied with by February 28, report date to the Ministry
is March 2, 2018.

• The summary will be prepared outlining: minimum requirements, evaluation, implementation,

It was,

MOVED BY: J. Forbes SECONDED BY: D. McDonald

THAT the Board approves the revised Executive Compensation Plan & Framework and to
publically post on the website.

CARRIED.
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responsibility, time frames, and internal process.
• Discussion took place on when the cease to admissions will be lifted; Marva noted this is

dependent on the Ministry. Jan noted compliance issues are typically reported through the
Quality, Safety, and Risk Committee monthly. She further reported discussion will take place on
whether this will flow through QSR or Governance.

Marva thanked all for their extra efforts and assistance. Jan reported the Board will be tracking this until
we are where we need to be.

8.6 Health Services Report

An update on the surge capacity and whether we received additional funding for more beds was
requested. Lori reported we have not heard back as of yet.

8.7 Chief of Staff Report

Discussion took place regarding the struggle with physician recruitment and the need for political action.
Dr. Algie noted there needs to be more reach out to the LHIN. Jan shared the advocacy plan would help
with this; further noting there is a plan to engage the indigenous population. Dr. Algie reported he feels
there needs to be more push from the municipality level.

9. OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

There was no public participation.

10. MOVE TO IN-CAMERA:

11. OTHER MOTIONS/BUSINESS:

There was no other motions/business.

12. DATE AND LOCATION OF NEXT MEETING:

March 22, 2018

13. ADJOURNMENT:

It was,

MOVED BY: D. Robinson

THAT the meeting be adjourned at 9:07 pm.
CARRIED.

_______________________________ ___________________________________
Chair Secretary/Treasurer

It was,

MOVED BY: D. McDonald SECONDED BY: C. Sanders

THAT the Board go in-camera at 7:15 pm.
CARRIED.
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Board Chair Report – March 2018

Rainycrest Update:

Since our last board meeting, meetings have been on-going around compliance issues and "closure to admissions". As we had agreed at the

last board meeting, updates will go through the Governance Committee and on to the Board. We met on March 7, and Management went

through the detailed plans required to address the non-compliance issues. An update/briefing note will be provided to the Board with an

opportunity for further discussions. Ted continues to keep me apprised of anything else untoward in this regard. Communications to the

public will also be addressed.

Rural and Northern Health Care Leadership Conference:

This conference is being held on May 8-9, 2018 in Toronto. The conference will focus on Integrated Health Systems, Physician Recruitment,

and System Integration Action Plans. Joanne and Doug will be attending on behalf of the Board.

Substance Awareness & Pathways to Healing:

As mentioned at the last Board meeting, Riverside along with the RRDSSAB is hosting this conference on March 26, 27 & 29, 2018. These

sessions are open for board members to attend, either in part or for all sessions. More information to come!

Community Advisory Council:

Our first meeting had to be deferred and the new date is March 28, 2018. We look forward to an update at our April meeting.

Clinical Operational Review:

The ad hoc Committee of board and senior leadership met on March 7, 2018 to review and discuss potential go-forwards. An update will be

provided at our meeting.

H-SAA Agreement:

As you are aware, the Board is required to approve and sign off all the SAA's. The OHA and LHIN's have recently concluded negotiations

regarding a new H-SAA template, which is being rolled out for the 2018-19 funding year. From the board's perspective, there are two specific

changes: (1) we must continue to receive reports on performance and make an attestation to this effect once per year; (2) we must follow

good governance practices comparable to what is included in the OHA's Guide to Good Governance. From my perspective, we have been

doing both of these to date.

SAA Agreements:

I was recently asked by Management to sign off on our L-SAA agreement (which funds Rainycrest). Going forward, I have concerns around

our continued long term ability to fund both the LTC and Hospital side of our operations. I have asked that we have more fulsome discussions

on this through Audit/Resources and on to the Board. We cannot continue to "absorb" deficits as we have been. I know all of you have the

same concerns so further strategic discussions on this will be helpful. Some draft information will be circulated with the Board package for

consideration and discussion.

Advocacy:

Susan Pilatzke, VP Health System Strategy, Integration and Planning will be attending to provide an update in the Educational portion of our

Board meeting. I have asked Ted to try to set up a meeting with her prior to this to have more formalized and detailed discussions regarding

some of our other on-going issues.

As always, I am happy to hear from you at any time if you have any issues or concern.

Respectfully submitted,

Jan Beazley

Board Chair
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Health Services and CNE Report – March 2018

Page 1

Strategic Pillars & Directions:

Quality

• Health Babies, Healthy Children (HBHC)
o Riverside Health Care has been selected to participate in Cycle 5 of the e-HBHC. Better Outcomes and

Registry Network (BORN) is Ontario’s pregnancy, birth and childhood registry and network. BORN is
working with the ministry to move the current paper HBHC screening process to paperless, with the goal to
be in place by June 2018. Presently, forms are faxed to the Northwestern Health Unit (NWHU). Moving
forward, the data will go into BORN (which we are using currently) and will be sent electronically to the
NWHU. This will result in improved efficiencies and prevent overlap/duplication of documentation.

• Health System Navigator
o Riverside welcomes Martene (Marty) Nelson in her new position as Health System Navigator. This role will

ensure smooth and timely process and flow in the emergency department and assist with ensuring
immediate intervention, access to appropriate services and follow up for patients/clients with opioid and
other substance misuse issues. The Navigator will work closely with physicians and other members of the
health care team and provide immediate assessment, referral and follow up to detox/treatment, with
appropriate support and follow up in the community, as needed.

• QUESS Training
o Two pharmacy technicians and a member of housekeeping staff attended QUESS training in Montreal for

two days at the beginning of March. QUESS is a comprehensive solution for Hazardous and Non-Harzardous
compounding. It includes unique training paths for each of the primary functional roles from the
compounding of sterile preparations to the maintenance of our facilities. QUESS also provides theoretical
and (optional) practical training for staff. It is compliant with the required National Association of Pharmacy

Regulatory Authorities (NAPRA) standards.

Organizational Health

• Family Service Ontario (FSO) Conference
o Attended at the FSO Conference with the Director, Riverside Community Counselling Services on March 6

th

– 8
th

in Toronto. FSO is a provincial network of 48 community-based Family Service agencies with over 125
accessible storefronts that are embedded in local communities. The focus of this year’s conference was to
empower leaders to drive meaningful transformation and convert advocacy into action.

o All relevant policy makers, stakeholders and funder’s value and count on FSO for advice, directive and
responsive leadership to changing community needs. FSO advocates, and lobbies government for increased
funding, improved policy and stronger legislation.

o Speaker topics included Values Based Leadership, Mapping Service Effectiveness and a presentation:
Objectives, Goals, Strategies, Measurement (OGSM).

o At the request of the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care, FSO has submitted a proposal to fund the
expansion of storefront access to structured psychotherapy services provided by Family Service agencies.
Storefront community-based structured psychotherapy can address the need for effective, accessible,
equitable and person-centred mental health and addictions care for all Ontarians

o Our psychotherapists hold graduate level degrees and are specially trained to meet and support the
growing and changing needs of individuals, couples and families through quick access walk-in
psychotherapy and appointment-based brief structured therapy.

o It goes without saying that community-based services save money by diverting clients from using more
expensive health care services, such as hospitals and family physicians – toward using community services.

o There has been an investment in the Gender-Based Violence Strategy, and this funding will assist to fill
service gaps and the diverse needs of survivors and families. With additional targeted funding, men can
expect the same services from Family Service agencies across the province, no matter where they live or
work.

o There is also a new investment in the Partner Assault Response (PAR) program that will help to reduce wait
times and advance the program with specialized group education and counselling for domestic violence
offenders.

o Attended the FSO Annual General Meeting and Member’s Meet and Greet, which was an excellent
opportunity to network.
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Health Services and CNE Report – March 2018

Page 2

o Attended with approximately 70 FSO members at Queen’s Park for Family Service Day.

• Acute Care Staffing
o A comprehensive business plan is in process to address the acute care staffing needs/requirements at La

Verendrye General Hospital. There has been engagement with Human Resources, Payroll, Finance and
Quality, Safety, Risk and Privacy.

• Rainycrest Long Term Care
o Senior Leadership will be meeting on a weekly basis at Rainycrest Long Term Care, with the administrator,

onsite and offsite management and union leadership. Walkabouts through the Home will be conducted. In
our efforts to improve communication and collaborations between management across sites, Rainycrest
will be inviting corporate directors to participate in daily “huddles” via videoconferencing.

• Education
o Naloxone kit education for staff was provided by the NWHU over numerous sessions from March 5th –

March 15
th

. Naloxone is a medication that quickly reverses the effects of an overdose from opioids such as
heroin, methadone, fentanyl and morphine. Naloxone kits are available free of charge at participating
pharmacies and public health units. The NWHU has offered to provide training to Riverside Community
Counselling staff, on administering Naloxone, should the need or situation arise. This is being explored
further.

o Peripherally Inserted Central Catheter (PICC) line training competency is currently being completed by RPN
staff. Certificates for successful completion are being provided.

o A lunch and learn on Venous Thromboembolism (VTE) and the obstetrical patient was presented by Dr. V.
Patel on March 5

th
.

• Palliative Care Committee – Journey Mapping
o A Palliative Care Journey Mapping exercise was held on February 20

th
, with on-site facilitation by the

Regional Palliative Care Committee. Palliative Care Committee members, front line staff and community
partners were invited to participate. The Mapping exercise was intended to follow the patient through the
palliative care experience, while identifying what we do well, identifying potential gaps in service, and
looking at ways in which we can improve care delivery.

Partnerships

• Substance Awareness and Pathways to Healing
o Riverside Health Care, in partnership with the Rainy River District Social Services Administration Board

(RRDSSAB) is hosting a three day conference series on March 26
th

, 27
th

and 29
th

. Agendas and links to
registration for the event have been widely distributed across the Rainy River District. The conference will
include local service providers and highly acclaimed speakers from the United States and Canada. There are
two evening sessions that are open to the public, with a focus on “The Roles of Recovery” and
“Understanding Addiction in the Family – A Mother’s Story of Hope”. We have engaged our community
partners and stakeholders to assist with ensuring this conference is a district-wide success.

Thank you to the following Health Services Director(s) who provided their invaluable assistance in preparing this report.

• Julie Loveday, Director Inpatient and Emergency Services

Respectfully submitted,

Lori Maki
Vice President, Health Services and CNE
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Corporate Services Report – March 2018

Strategic Pillars & Directions

Organizational Health

• Rainycrest Inventory Systems
Finance and Supply Chain conducted a review of the Rainycrest inventory, supply closet and receiving areas. Reviews are
planned for the Emo and Rainy River Health Centres in the future. The findings from the Rainycrest review include:

• nursing inventory and supply management processes appear strong;

• the lack of a designated receiving person and process results in numerous control issues;

• inventory stored in multiple locations;

• absence of security for dietary inventory;

• numerous staff with access to secured supply areas;

• Ontario Hospital Pharmacy drop shipments to Rainycrest with no qualified receiver to receive the drugs;

• large assets (ie. snow blower) left in unsecured locations; and

• dietary received across all sites is managed by numerous staff.

• Pandemic Supplies
RHC’s pandemic inventory is largely depleted due to product expiration and turnover. Typical base level pandemic stock
will include gowns, masks, hand sanitizer, gloves and procedure masks. Supply chain, including the Northern Supply Chain,
infection control, patient safety and the VP, Health Services & CNE are working collectively to draft an improved pandemic
inventory management plan for RHC. AS part of this review, the team is evaluating locations, conducting an inventory
needs assessment, onboarding pandemic supplies to the supply chain inventory management plan and ensuring the
implementation of strong controls to ensure that product expiration is managed effectively. All RHC sites will be included
as part of the centralized pandemic inventory planning.

• Internal Engagement
RHC’s senior leadership will initially meet each week at Rainycrest with the administrator, onsite and offsite management,
union leadership and conduct a walkabout. After six weeks this schedule will move to bi-weekly to allow for similar
meetings during the offsetting weeks at LaVerendrye, Emo and Rainy River. Rainycrest will now invite corporate directors
to participate in its daily huddles via teleconference.

• Human Resource Workforce Automation
A representative from Logibec met with our Workforce Automation leadership from March 5

th
– 8

th
to initiate

implementation planning for our new system. The purpose of this initial week was to focus on gathering specific business
requirements for human resources, compensation, benefits, scheduling, time and attendance and payroll. RHC finance,
human resource, payroll and IST leadership met with our project manager and the representative from Logibec to review
requirements, including gaps and pain points, over a four day period. Next steps include:

o submission of required information to Logibec;
o update the Business Requirements Document and submit to RHC for approval;
o purchase and implementation of hardware;
o database configuration;
o draft project plan;
o vendor to provide conversion data templates; and
o Implementation Team to begin weekly project status meetings

Partnerships

• Medical Records Application Suite 3M
At the most recent Regional Business Intelligence Advisory Committee meeting concerns were brought forward regarding
performance of the regional 3M application. The concerns included slowness, access issues and challenges with meeting
mandatory reporting to the Canadian Institute of Health Information. The team was asked to submit their concerns to
the North West Health Alliance for further investigation. The 3M system is scheduled for an upgrade by March 31, 2018
but it is unknown what impact this upgrade may have. The agreement with 3M expires on February 2019 and renewal
may be subject to ongoing performance issues. The 3M system has decreased departmental efficiencies at RHC and
requires that we increase staffing each year to ensure we meet reporting requirements.
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Corporate Services Report – March 2018

Quality

• Network Infrastructure
The North West Health Alliance approved funding for new cabling at our LaVerendrye General Hospital, Emo Health
Centre and Rainy River Health Centre locations; this funding has been allocated through the Small Hospital
Transformation Fund. RHC has contracted Triple A Contracting to complete this work. The new cabling has been
completed at the Emo and Rainy River Health Centre. At LaVerendrye General Hospital the cabling installation begins the
week of March 12

th
and is expected to reach completion on March 20

th
. Upgrades to our cabling standards will enhance

network performance across our hospital locations.

• Dementia Funding - Adut Day Care Expansion
RHC’s Community Support Services submitted a request for funding to the NW LHIN for dementia care and has been
informed that the request is approved. The new funding will be used to provide one additional day per week of adult day
services in Fort Frances and one day per week in both Emo and Rainy River. We are awaiting a funding confirmation
email or funding letter prior to starting the program. In the meantime CSS management is identifying service locations
and assessing the availability of van services to assist with client transport in Rainy River as well as providing limited
transportation services for seniors in this community.

• Resident Information System
On March 12

th
representatives from Rainycrest, Emo and Rainy River are scheduled to meet with IST to determine the path

for replacing our Goldcare resident information system with Point Click Care. This meeting is designed to begin drafting
the Project Charter and progress towards selection of a clinical lead.

Thank you to the Corporate Services Directors for their submissions that prove to be invaluable in the preparation of this
report.

• Ed Cousineau, Director of Capital Planning, Engineering & Environmental Services

• Simone LeBlanc, Coordinator, Quality, Safety, Risk Management and Privacy

• Jason Marchand, Director of Human Resources

• Carla Larson, Director of Financial & Patient Information Services

• Marie Brady, Director of Information Systems & Technology

• Vacant, Aramark Director of Food Services

Respectfully Submitted,

Henry Gauthier
Vice President, Corporate Services, Chief Operating & Financial Officer
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Long Term Care Report – March 2018

Page 1

Strategic Pillars & Directions:

Quality

• Quality Protocol report completed – working on 3 issues – Lost and Found Procedure –Update Job Functions Facecloths just for
Dining Rooms (Ordered and Received).

• Gold care RUG score until Feb 28, 2018 -1.1581 (unadjusted) significant improvement over the year.

• RAI consultant on site February for 2 days.

• MOH&LTC Required Plans completed and submitted.

• Gastroenteritis declared, February 13, 2018 until March 5, 2018. All activities resumed.

• Suspension of admissions – currently 17 beds unoccupied.

• Department managers receiving in-service on how to use Aramark invoice reporting software system.

• Revision of departmental practices: food safety and security; pleasurable dining, interdepartmental/interfacility billings, dining
room roles & responsibilities.

Organizational Health

• February 2018 Occupancy Report
o Rainycrest: MTD YTD

 Basic Beds: 97.7% 96.6% (Occupancy Target: 97%)
 Interim Beds: 66.7% 82.54% (Occupancy Target: 90%)
 Convalescent Beds: 53.6% 67.93% (Occupancy Target: 80%)
 Respite Beds: 44.6% 49.72% (Occupancy Target: 50%)

• Staff recruitment is ongoing for HCA’s and RN’s, RPN’s, housekeeping, Activation, Dietary and Nurse Practitioner.

• Alternative methods of recruitment being explored.

• 1 RPN/PSW hired full time through Agency

• 2 Food Service Aids hired – to begin placement in March.

• 1 RN Lakehead University completing placement.

Partnerships

• In partnership with the Northwestern Health Unit, the outbreak Gastroenteritis was closed March 5, 2018.

• Seven Generations Education Institute, placement of 12 PSW students confirmed for May to August 2018.

• Ongoing 2 Confederation College PSW’s completing their placement from February to April 2018.

Nursing Department:

• Educational training for Staff on Gentle Persuasive Approach (GPA) in progress in collaboration with CMHA who provides the
instructor.

• Education on skin and wound care, least restraints, Zero Tolerance of abuse and Neglect Policy/ imbalance of power and
Dementia Observation System (DOS) (Guidelines and documentation).

• Skin and wound Care Coordinator assigned weekly for Residents skin integrity (assessments, interventions and documentation).

• Medication incidents decreased drastically and continue to educate, monitor and manage the staff.

• Focused audits on residents care, i.e., Baths/showers and nourishment ongoing.

• Registered staff participation in morning meeting.

• Pharmacy and Therapeutic Committee Meeting February 27

Thanks to the management team for providing information on their departments for this report.

Respectfully Submitted,

Marva Griffiths
Administrator
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Chief of Staff & President of the Joint Medical Staff Report – March 2018

President of the Joint Medical Staff Report

The joint Medical Staff met for our quarterly meeting March 5, 2018. Attendance was excellent. Among other

things, we discussed the Medical Marijuana Policy and Behaviour Contracts. Recommendations will be brought to

the MAC for further discussion. We currently have a great deal of “physician engagement” in the activities of

Riverside. Besides the obvious involvement in patient care (the work of the plant), we are playing an active role in

many committees and educational endeavours. The most recent addition to our education contribution is monthly

medical ground rounds. We are taking turns presenting topics based on an interesting case that has been managed

locally. Upcoming physician lead activities include: Crash C-section Simulation, NRP and ACLS courses, monthly

MORE
OB

lunch and learns, and grand rounds.

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. L. Jenks
President of the Joint Medical Staff
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Governance Committee Report – March 2018

4.8.1 RHC Business Plan / Ethical Decision Making Tool *

4.8.2 Freedom of Information Report *

4.8.3 Governance Functioning Tool *
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Business Plan

Page 1 of 15

When should I use this business plan?

1. to request the addition, removal or transfer of new resources through budget process
or on emergency basis;

2. to add or change a service or program;
3. when a significant investment or change in practice is required;
4. to ensure your proposal is feasible/achievable;
5. to maximize success of your plan;
6. to inform others of your plan;
7. to access required funds; and
8. to ensure implementation is efficient and effective.

What is the process to use this document?

1. Complete all required information, excluding the Executive Framework;
2. Email the completed Business Plan to the Senior Leader you report to;
3. Your Senior Leader will email the VP, Corporate Services who will engage the corporate

Directors and CEO, as appropriate.
4. Plans will be brought forth to the Board Audit & Resource Committee, as appropriate.

The Executive Framework will be completed by Corporate Services.
5. Final signatures will be required once the VP, Corporate Services, COO/CFO or President

and CEO have approved the submission via email.
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Business Plan

Page 2 of 15

Plan Title: __________________________

Department(s): __________________________

Submitted By: _________________________

Date:__________________________________

Director: ______________________________

Date:__________________________________

Senior Leader: _________________________

Date:__________________________________
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Business Plan

Page 3 of 15

PURPOSE OR INTENT - What issue/concern this plan is intended to address?

CURRENT STATE– Identify the problem and provide context!

STRATEGIC PLAN – How does this issue align with the strategic plan?

QUALITY, SAFETY, RISK or PRIVACY IMPACT – How does this issue impact QSRP?

*** reputational risk should be included here

LEGISLATED, MANDATED or UNIQUE CONSIDERATIONS of SERVICE

IMPACT ON OTHERS

List who this will Impact? Have you engaged them? What is their feedback?

ALTERNATIVES – What alternatives have you considered?

ALTERNATIVE #1

SERVICE CHANGE & OBJECTIVES
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Business Plan

Page 4 of 15

RESOURCE IMPACT

*** Please outline current resources, resources under alternative and net change for each of the
following:

HUMAN RESOURCES

Description Current
State

Alternative Net Change

*** FTEs and dollars must both be reflected here

EQUIPMENT/BUILDINGS

Description Current
State

Alternative Net Change

FINANCIAL

Description Current
State

Alternative Net Change

OTHER __________________

Description Current
State

Alternative Net Change
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Business Plan

Page 5 of 15

SWOT – STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES, THREATS

INTERNAL FACTOR - STRENGTHS

INTERNAL FACTOR - WEAKNESSES

EXTERNAL FACTOR - OPPORTUNITIES

EXTERNAL FACTOR - THREATS

Geographic – What services and communities does this impact?

Demographic – Please provide, if relevant.

Behavioral – Outline any behavioural issues you foresee?

Market Competitors – this refers to private and health service providers?

Income Generation – please identify, where relevant?

Roles and Responsibilities - please identify individual responsible for oversight and any organizational or position
changes required.

Training Requirements

Communication Plan

Timeline
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Business Plan

Page 6 of 15

Risks & Contingencies

ALTERNATIVE #2

SERVICE CHANGE & OBJECTIVES

RESOURCE IMPACT

*** Please outline current resources, resources under alternative and net change for each of the
following:

HUMAN RESOURCES

Description Current
State

Alternative Net Change

** FTEs and Dollars must both be reflected here

EQUIPMENT/BUILDINGS

Description Current
State

Alternative Net Change

FINANCIAL

Description Current
State

Alternative Net Change

OTHER __________________

Description Current
State

Alternative Net Change
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Business Plan

Page 7 of 15

SWOT – STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES, THREATS

INTERNAL FACTOR - STRENGTHS

INTERNAL FACTOR - WEAKNESSES

EXTERNAL FACTOR - OPPORTUNITIES

EXTERNAL FACTOR - THREATS

Geographic – What services and communities does this impact?

Demographic – Please provide, if relevant.

Behavioral – Outline any behavioural issues you foresee?

Market Competitors – this refer to private and health service providers?

Income Generation – please identify, where relevant?

Roles and Responsibilities - identify roles and responsibilities and any structural changes

Training Requirements

Communication Plan

Timeline
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Business Plan

Page 8 of 15

Risks & Contingencies

ALTERNATIVE #3

SERVICE CHANGE & OBJECTIVES

RESOURCE IMPACT

*** Please outline current resources, resources under alternative and net change for each of the
following:

HUMAN RESOURCES

Description Current
State

Alternative Net Change

** FTEs and Dollars must both be reflected here

EQUIPMENT/BUILDINGS

Description Current
State

Alternative Net Change

FINANCIAL

Description Current
State

Alternative Net Change

OTHER __________________

Description Current
State

Alternative Net Change
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Business Plan

Page 9 of 15

SWOT – STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES, THREATS

INTERNAL FACTOR - STRENGTHS

INTERNAL FACTOR - WEAKNESSES

EXTERNAL FACTOR - OPPORTUNITIES

EXTERNAL FACTOR - THREATS

Geographic – What services and communities does this impact?

Demographic – Please provide, if relevant.

Behavioral – Outline any behavioural issues you foresee?

Market Competitors – this refer to private and health service providers?

Income Generation – please identify, where relevant?

Roles and Responsibilities - identify roles and responsibilities and any structural changes

Training Requirements

Communication Plan

Timeline
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Business Plan

Page 10 of 15

Risks & Contingencies

RECOMMENDATION – Identify recommended alternative with summary of why it was selected?

METRICS – What are the measures of success (please define and explain)?

PROJECT MANAGEMENT – Will a Charter be used? If not, why not?
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Business Plan

Page 11 of 15

Governance Ethical Decision Making Framework
(to be completed by Corporate Services)

Plan Title: ___________________________ Department(s): _________________________
Submitted By:__________________________ Date:____________________________

Summary of Corporate Services Review
DOMAIN CRITERIA ALIGNMENT

Strategic Fit / System Alignment Alignment with RHC Strategic Plan

Alignment with QSRP Priorities

Legislated or Mandated

Unique Service Consideration

Population Health Impacts Outcomes (Clinical)

Potential Population Health Impact

Project Scope (extent of areas impacted)

Health Promotion/Disease Prevention

System Values Client Focus

Partnerships & Collaboration

Community Engagement

Innovation

Equity

Efficiency

System Performance Sustainability

Integration

Quality

Access

Overall

Senior Leadership Approved:___________________________ Date:_____________________________________

Board of Trustees Motion

To recommend approval of ___________________________________ plan under the Board of
Trustees Ethical Decision Making Framework.

Legend – Alignment with Criteria

Considerable alignment

Some degree of alignment

Limited to No alignment
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Business Plan

Page 12 of 15

Governance Ethical Decision Making Framework
(to be completed by Corporate Services)

Comparison of Alternatives

OPTION 1 OPTION 2 OPTION 3

PURPOSE OR INTENT

CURRENT STATE

STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT

QSRP IMPACT

UNIQUE CONSIDERATIONS

IMPACT ON OTHERS

SERVICE CHANGE & OBJECTIVES

RESOURCE IMPACT – HUMAN

RESOURCE IMPACT – EQUIPMENT/BUILDINGS

RESOURCE IMPACT – FINANCIAL

RESOURCE IMPACT – OTHER

SWOT – STRENGTHS

SWOT – WEAKNESSES

SWOT – OPPORTUNITIES

SWOT – THREATS

GEOGRAPHIC IMPACT

DEMOGRAPHICS

BEHAVIOURAL ISSUES

MARKET COMPETITORS

INCOME GENERATION

ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

COMMUNICATION PLAN

TIMELINE

CONTINGENCIES

RECOMMENDATION – WHICH OPTION & WHY

METRICS

PROJECT MANAGEMENT CHARTER

Legend - Ranking Alternatives by Category

Most Favourable

Somewhat Favourable

Unfavourable
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Business Plan

Page 13 of 15

Appendix A
Required Communication Paths
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Business Plan

Page 14 of 15

Appendix B
NW LHIN Decision Making Framework Criteria

Domain Criteria Definition/ Description

Strategic Fit /
System
Alignment

Alignment with NW
LHIN IHSP and/or ASP

Degree of impact on advancing IHSP and/or ASP goals and priorities. IHSP priorities include:
Access to Primary Care; Access to Specialty Care; Chronic Disease Prevention and Management;
Mental Health and Addictions; Seniors' Services; Integration of Services Along the Continuum of
Care; Engagement with Aboriginal People; Ensuring French Language Services; Integration of e-
Health; and Regional Health Human Resources Plan. (Refer to NW LHIN IHSP for more details.)

Alignment with
Ministry Strategic
Directions

Degree of impact on advancing the Ministry's strategic directions.

Alignment with MLPA Extent to which progam/initiative improves MLPA indicators.

Alignment with
provider system
role

Extent to which program/initiative is consistent with the provider(s) vision, mission, values and
capacity, and extent to which there is an alignment compared to other providers in the health
system (local community, regional or Ontario, as appropriate).

Population
Health

Health status (clinical
outcomes & QOL)

Extent to which program/initiative is expected to improve (short or long term) clinical
outcomes for the patient/client, reduce risk of adverse events, and/or improve physical, mental
or social quality of life, as compared to current practice/ service. Determination as to whether
there will be an impact should be based on evidence/best practice, where available. (Note: The
application of this definition will need to be tailored to the objectives of the specific
investment, and the definition may therefore require further clarification.)

Potential Population
Impact

Magnitude of the disease/ condition that will be directly impacted by the program/initiative
as measured by prevalence (i.e., number of individuals with the condition in the defined
population at a given point in time). Determination as to whether there will be a direct impact
should be based on evidence/best practice, where available.

Project Scope Outreach in the North West LHIN (sub-community; community; specific region; or NW LHIN-
wide outreach).

Health promotion &
disease prevention

Impact on illness/injury prevention and/or promotion of health and well-being as
measured by projected longer term improvements in health and/ or likelihood of
downstream service. Includes impacts on determinants of health. Determination as to
whether there will be an impact should be based on evidence/best practice, where
available.

System Values

Client-focus Extent to which program/initiative is expected to meet the health needs of a defined
population and the population in general, and the degree to which patients/clients are
expected to have choice and satisfaction in the type and delivery of care (the planned service is
client centered).

Partnerships and
Collaboration

Degree to which appropriate level of partnerships/collaborations and/ or appropriateness of
partnerships/collaborations will be achieved/leveraged in order to ensure service quality
enhancement, improved comprehensiveness, optimal resource use, minimal duplication,
and/or increased coordination. Role of partners should be clearly explained.

Community
Engagement

Level of appropriate involvement of target population and other key stakeholders in
defining the project and planned involvement in evaluating its impact on population
health and key system performance.

Innovation Impact on generation, transfer, and/or application of new knowledge to solve health or health
system problems, including potential for broader scale implementation; encouraging leading
practices, building on evidence and application of leading practices. Evidence of evaluation
plan should be provided. Innovation includes new services, as well as process redesign for
existing services.

Equity Improves the health status and/or access of service of recognized sub-populations where there
is a known health status gap between this specific population and the general population as
compared to current practice/ service. The absence of systematic and potentially remediable
differences in one or more aspects of health across populations or population groups, defined
socially, economically, demographically, culturally, linguistically or geographically.
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Efficiency
(operational)

Extent to which program/initiative contributes to efficient utilization of clinical, financial,
and/or human resources capacity to optimize health and other benefits within the system.
Includes achieving improved outcomes with same or less resources; reducing overuse,
inappropriate use or waste; and exceeding benchmarks that are based on best practices.
Assessment will be based on gains in efficiency.

System
Performance

Sustainability Impact on health service delivery, financial, and human resources capacity over time.
Considers whether the initiative is viable and sustainable after the initial investment, and
whether new resource capacity is created in the health system. The health system should
have enough qualified providers, funding, information, equipment, supplies and facilities to
look after people’s health needs.

Integration (also an
IHSP priority)

Extent to which program/initiative improves coordination of health care among health
service providers, including LHIN funded and non funded providers and community
providers to ensure continuity of care in the local health system and provision of care in
the most appropriate setting as determined by patient/client's needs.

Quality Extent to which program/initiative improves appropriateness, safety, effectiveness and
client experience related to health service(s) provided, based on standards (including
cultural standards) and best evidence for clinical care. Includes prevention of system
errors/failures.

Access (also an IHSP
priority)

Extent to which program/initiative improves physical, cultural, linguistic and timely access
to appropriate level of health services for defined population(s) in the local health system.
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BRIEFING NOTE

TO: Riverside Health Care Board Chair

FROM: Simone LeBlanc, Coordinator Quality, Safety, Risk Management &
Privacy

DATE: Feb 28, 2018

SUBJECT: FIPPA and PHIPA Annual Report

SUMMARY

Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA)

Submission of Annual Report to the Information Privacy Commissioner’s Office was
completed and submitted on February 28, 2018 for the calendar year 2017. The table
below outlines the activity for the year.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND PROTECTION OF PRIVACY ACT (FIPPA)
Number of Requests Full Disclosure Partial Disclosure

Exemptions Applied
No Disclosure
Exemptions Applied

0 0 0 0

Personal Health Information Protection Act (PHIPA)

Submission of Annual Report to the Information Privacy Commissioner’s Office was
completed and submitted on February 28, 2018 for the calendar year 2017. The table
below outlines the activity for the year.

PERSONAL HEALTH INFORMATION PROTECTION ACT (PHIPA)
Request Type Number of

Requests
Comments

Patient 153 These are reportable requests to the IPC
Other 350 These include Insurance Companies, Lawyers,

Law Enforcement, Clinics, etc. and are not
reportable to the IPC.

RECOMMENDATION

No recommendation. For your information only.

Respectfully Submitted,
Simone LeBlanc

Coordinator, Quality, Safety,
Risk Management & Privacy
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1 of 2

Governance Functioning Tool 

Strongly 
disagree Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly 
agree

Not 
Applicable

1. We regularly review and ensure compliance with applicable laws,
legislation, and regulations.

  

2. Governance policies and procedures that define our role and
responsibilities are well documented and consistently followed.

  

3. Subcommittees need better defined roles and responsibilities.

4. As a governing body, we do not become directly involved in
management issues.

 

5. Disagreements are viewed as a search for solutions rather than a
“win/lose”.

  

6. Our meetings are held frequently enough to make sure we are
able to make timely decisions.

  

7. Individual members understand and carry out their legal duties,
roles, and responsibilities, including subcommittee work (as
applicable).

  

8. Members come to meetings prepared to engage in meaningful
discussion and thoughtful decision making.

  

9. Our governance processes need to better ensure that everyone
participates in decision making.

10. The composition of our governing body contributes to strong
governance and leadership performance.

  

11. Individual members ask for and listen to one another’s ideas and
input.

  

12. Our ongoing education and professional development is
encouraged.

  

13. Working relationships among individual members are positive.   

14. We have a process to set bylaws and corporate policies.  

15. Our bylaws and corporate policies cover confidentiality and
conflict of interest.

  

16. We benchmark our performance against other similar
organizations and/or national standards.

 

17. Contributions of individual members are reviewed regularly. 

18. As a team, we regularly review how we function together and how
our governance processes could be improved.

  

19. There is a process for improving individual effectiveness when
non-performance is an issue.

 

20. As a governing body, we regularly identify areas for improvement
and engage in our own quality improvement activities.

  

21. As individual members, we need better feedback about our
contribution to the governing body.



2               5

7/9 RECEIVED

2               5

 2              3               2

1              3               3

2               5

2               5

1               6

1               6

3               2                                 2

2               5

1               6

3               4

3               4

1                 1               5

1              6

1                  3             3

2                                   4             1

5             2

3                  3             1

4             3

2                1                   4
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Strongly 
disagree Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly 
agree

Not 
Applicable

22. We receive ongoing education on how to interpret information on
quality and patient safety performance.

  

23. As a governing body, we oversee the development of the
organization’s strategic plan.

  

24. As a governing body, we hear stories about clients who
experienced harm during care.



25. The performance measures we track as a governing body give us a
good understanding of organizational performance.

  

26. We actively recruit, recommend, and/or select new members
based on needs for particular skills, background, and experience.

  

27. We lack explicit criteria to recruit and select new members.

28. Our renewal cycle is appropriately managed to ensure the
continuity of the governing body.

  

29. The composition of our governing body allows us to meet
stakeholder and community needs.

  

30. Clear, written policies define term lengths and limits for individual
members, as well as compensation.

  

31. We review our own structure, including size and subcommittee
structure.

  

32. We have a process to elect or appoint our chair.   

Overall, what is your assessment of the governing body’s 
impact over the past 12 months, in terms of driving 
improvements to:

Poor Fair Good Very Good Excellent
Not 

Applicable

33. Patient safety  

34. Quality of care  

Thank you for completing this survey.

© 2011, 2015 Accreditation Canada    accreditation.ca

 3               4

1               6

1                1               3               2

4               3

1               6

5              2

1               6

3               4

2               5

4               3

3               4

1               4              2

1               4             2
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Audit & Resources Committee Report – March 2018

4.9.1 January Financial Report *

4.9.2 Line of Credit *

4.9.3 BDO Engagement Letter *
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LHIN - Base Funding A-1 $24,548,769 $20,457,308 $20,649,598 $192,291 0.94%

QBP Funding A-2 $437,600 $364,667 $465,382 $100,715 27.62%

LHIN - One Time Funding A-3 $108,000 $90,000 $137,012 $47,012 52.24%

MOHLTC - One Time Funding A-4 $222,275 $185,229 $185,224 ($5) 0.00%

Other Revenue MOHLTC - HOCC A-5 $488,505 $407,088 $407,087 ($1) 0.00%

Paymaster A-6 $459,880 $383,233 $469,697 $86,463 22.56%

Cancer Care Ontario A-7 $21,440 $17,867 $8,377 ($9,490) -53.11%
Recoveries & Miscellaneous A-8 $1,115,005 $929,171 $1,073,664 $144,493 15.55%

Amortization of Grants/Donations Equipment A-9 $307,473 $256,228 $232,438 ($23,790) -9.28%

OHIP Revenue & Patient Revenue from Other Payors A-10 $1,390,367 $1,158,639 $1,473,950 $315,311 27.21%

Differential & Copayment A-11 $878,000 $731,667 $721,678 ($9,989) -1.37%

TOTAL REVENUE A-12 $29,977,314 $24,981,095 $25,824,106 $843,011 3.37%

Compensation - Salaries & Wages A-13 $17,042,198 $14,287,432 $14,593,459 $306,027 2.14%

Benefit Contributions   A-14 $4,593,392 $3,850,898 $3,753,287 ($97,612) -2.53%

Future Benefits A-15 $181,200 $151,000 $136,006 ($14,994) -9.93%

Medical Staff Remuneration A-16 $1,202,582 $1,002,152 $1,088,761 $86,609 8.64%

Nurse Practitioner Remuneration A-17 $122,800 $102,333 $102,300 ($33) -0.03%

Supplies & Other Expenses    A-18 $4,615,645 $3,846,371 $4,313,967 $467,596 12.16%

Amortization of Software Licenses & Fees A-19 $42,135 $35,113 $25,374 ($9,739) -27.74%

Medical/Surgical Supplies   A-20 $681,455 $567,879 $575,954 $8,075 1.42%

Drugs & Medical Gases A-21 $757,599 $631,333 $740,528 $109,196 17.30%

Amortization of Equipment A-22 $764,521 $637,101 $556,170 ($80,931) -12.70%

Rental/Lease of Equipment A-23 $97,533 $81,278 $130,959 $49,682 61.13%
Bad Debts A-24 $32,915 $27,429 $62,280 $34,851 127.06%

TOTAL EXPENSE A-25 $30,133,975 $25,220,318 $26,079,045 $858,727 3.40%

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) A-26 ($156,661) ($130,551) ($254,938) ($124,387) 95.28%

YTD Budget

YTD Actual 

Dollars 

Over(Under) YTD 

Budget

YTD Actual 

Percent 

Over(Under) YTD 

Budget

Fund Type 1 - LHIN Funded - Hospital Services

REVENUE

Operating Revenue & Expense Summary

YTD Actual
2017/2018 

Annual Budget

April 1, 2017 to January 31, 2018

Submitted By: Henry Gauthier, Senior Director, Corporate Services (CFO/CIO) Printed: 2018-03-10 at 1:07 PM January 2018 Financial Report.xls
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YTD Budget

YTD Actual 

Dollars 

Over(Under) YTD 

Budget

YTD Actual 

Percent 

Over(Under) YTD 

Budget

Operating Revenue & Expense Summary

YTD Actual
2017/2018 

Annual Budget

April 1, 2017 to January 31, 2018

TOTAL REVENUE B-1 $1,373,371 $1,144,476 $1,128,231 ($16,245) -1.42%

TOTAL EXPENSE B-2 $1,373,371 $1,144,476 $1,089,233 ($55,243) -4.83%

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) - DUE To LHIN B-3 $0 $0 $38,998 $38,998 0.00%

TOTAL REVENUE C-1 $191,238 $159,365 $169,989 $10,624 6.67%

TOTAL EXPENSE C-2 $191,238 $159,365 $146,948 ($12,417) -7.79%

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) - DUE To Other C-3 $0 $0 $23,041 $23,041 0.00%

TOTAL REVENUE D-1 $1,033,631 $861,359 $1,068,620 $207,260 24.06%

TOTAL EXPENSE D-2 $1,033,631 $861,359 $1,062,236 $200,877 23.32%

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) - DUE To LHIN D-3 $0 $0 $6,384 $6,384 0.00%

TOTAL REVENUE E-1 $11,405,147 $9,504,289 $9,740,626 $236,337 2.49%

Compensation & Benefits E-2 $9,846,223 $8,205,186 $8,612,266 $407,080 4.96%

Supplies E-3 $1,363,600 $1,136,333 $1,111,229 ($25,105) -2.21%

Service Recipient Specific Supplies E-4 $0 $0 $0 $0 0.00%

Sundry E-5 $156,233 $130,194 $164,611 $34,417 26.44%
Equipment E-6 $80,000 $66,667 $151,437 $84,770 127.16%

Contracted Out E-7 $9,291 $7,743 $7,470 ($273) -3.53%

Building & Grounds E-8 $25,327 $21,106 $12,810 ($8,295) -39.30%
TOTAL EXPENSE E-9 $11,480,674 $9,567,228 $10,059,823 $492,594 5.15%

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) including unfunded liabilities E-10 ($75,527) ($62,939) ($319,197) ($256,258) 407.15%

Less: Unfunded Future Benefits E-11 $0 $0 $66,836 $66,836 0%

Less: Unfunded Amortization Expense E-12 $0 $0 $6,534 $6,534 0%

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) excluding unfunded liabilities E-13 ($75,527) ($62,939) ($245,827) ($182,888) 290.58%

 Operating Surplus(Deficit) - Hospitals & 

Long Term Care ONLY 
($232,188) ($193,490) ($500,765)

 Total Operating Margin  - Hospitals & Long 

Term Care ONLY 
-0.56% -0.56% -1.41%

Fund Type 2 - LHIN Funded - RainyCrest

 Long Term Care

Fund Type 2 - LHIN Funded - RainyCrest Community Support Services 

(Home Support, Assisted Living, Adult Day, Meals on Wheels)                  

Fund Type 3 - Other Ministry/Agency Funded - Non Hospital Services

 Partner Assault Response - Family Violence

Fund Type 2 - LHIN Funded - Counselling & Non Profit Housing Programs

 Mental Health - Case Management - Housing - Addictions - Problem Gambling

Submitted By: Henry Gauthier, Senior Director, Corporate Services (CFO/CIO) Printed: 2018-03-10 at 1:09 PM January 2018 Financial Report.xls
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BRIEFING NOTE

TO: Board of Trustees

FROM: Henry Gauthier,
Vice President, Corporate Services
Chief Operating & Financial Officer

DATE: March 13, 2018

SUBJECT: Line of Credit

SUMMARY
• From 1990 to 2008 Riverside Health Care (RHC) maintained a $500,000 operating

line of credit with the Toronto-Dominion Bank (TD Bank). The line of credit
increased to $1,000,000 in November 2008 as a result of the ownership transfer of
Rainycrest Home for the Aged to RHC.

• RHC’s line of credit remains with the TD Bank at $1,000,000. At March 31, 2017
the RHC General Bank carried a reconciled balance of $5,052,605.70 while at March
13, 2018 it carries an unreconciled balanced of $4,294,467.44. Therefore, the current
line of credit of $1,000,000 remains appropriate.

• Annual approval of the line of credit is required from the Board of Directors.

Recommendation

THAT the Board of Trustees approves that we continue with a $1,000,000 operating line of
credit with the Toronto-Dominion Bank.
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I Bi:
Tel: 807-274-9848 BDO Canada LLP
Fax: 807-274-5142 607 Portage Avenue
www.bdo.ca Fort Frances, Ontario

P9A 047

February 21, 2018

Riverside Health Care FaciLities, Inc.
Attention: Mr. Ted SchoLten
110 Victoria Avenue
Fort Frances, Ontario
P9A 2B7

Dear Sir/Madam,

We understand that you wish for us to continue as the auditors of Riverside HeaLth Care
FaciLities, Inc. for its fiscaL year ended March 31, 2018 and subsequent years.

We are pleased to continue as your auditors subject to the terms and conditions of this
Agreement, to which the attached Standard Terms and Conditions form an integraL part. The
definitions set out in the Standard Terms and Conditions are applicable throughout this
Agreement. This Agreement will remain in place and fully effective for future years until varied
or repLaced by another relevant written agreement.

Jon Evans, CPA, CA wilL be the Engagement Partner for aLL assurance work we perform for you.
The Engagement Partner will caLl upon other individuaLs with specialized knowLedge to assist in
the performance of Services.

Our Role as Auditors

We wilL conduct our audit(s) in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we compLy with ethicaL requirements and plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financiaL statements prepared in
accordance with Canadian pubLic sector accounting standards are free from materiaL
misstatement. An audit invoLves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the
amounts and discLosures in the financiaL statements. The procedures seLected depend on the
auditors judgment, incLuding the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the
financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. Our audit also includes evaluating the
appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonabLeness of accounting estimates made
by you, as well as evaluating the overalL financiaL statement presentation.

Because of the inherent limitations of an audit, together with the inherent Limitations of internal
control, there is an unavoidabLe risk that some materiaL misstatements, whether by fraud or
error, may not be detected, even though the audit is properLy planned and performed in
accordance with Canadian generaLLy accepted auditing standards.

In making our risk assessments, we consider internal controL reLevant to your preparation and fair
presentation of the financiaL statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate
in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
your internal controls. However, we wiLL communicate to you concerning any significant
deficiencies in internal controls reLevant to the audit of the financial statements that we have
identified during the audit.
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We wiLL aLso communicate matters required by professionaL standards, to the extent that such
matters come to our attention, to you, those charged with governance and/or the board of
directors.

Reporting

Our audit wiLL be conducted on the basis that the financiaL statements have been prepared in
accordance with Canadian public sector accounting standards.

Our independent auditor’s report wiLl be substantiaLLy in the form set out in Canadian Auditing
Standard (CAS) 700. The form and content of our report may need to be amended in the Light of
our audit findings. If we are unable to issue or decline to issue an audit report, we Will discuss
the reasons with you and seek to resoLve any differences of view that may exist.

Role of Management and Those Charged with Governance

You acknowledge and understand that you have responsibiLity for:

(a) the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance with
Canadian pubLic sector accounting standards. The audit of the financial statements does
not relieve you of your responsibiLities;

(b) such internal controls as you determine are necessary to enabLe the preparation of
financiaL statements that are free from materiaL misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error; and

(c) providing us with:

• access, in a timely manner, to all information of which you are aware that is relevant to
the preparation of the financiaL statements such as records, documentation and other
matters;

• additional information that we may request for the purpose of the audit;

• unrestricted access to persons within the entity from whom we determine it is
necessary to obtain audit evidence;

• financiaL and non-financiaL information (other information) that will be incLuded in
document(s) containing financiaL statements and our audit report thereon prior to the
date of our auditor’s report. If it is not possible to provide all the other information
prior to the date of our auditors report, you are responsibLe for provision of such other
information as soon as practicable; and

• written confirmation concerning representations made to us in connection with the
audit. If appropriate and adequate written representations are not provided to us,
professional standards require that we disclaim an audit opinion.

Financial Statement Services

We wiLL obtain your approvaL, if during the course of our engagement we:

(a) prepare or change a journal entry; or

(b) prepare or change an account code or a classification for a transaction.
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As agreed, we wiLL provide assistance in the preparation of the financial statements.

These services create a threat to our independence. We, therefore, require that the following
safeguards be put into pLace:

(a) that you create the source data for aLl accounting entries;

(b) that you develop any underLying assumptions for the accounting treatment and
measurement of entries; and

(c) that you review and approve the draft financiaL statements, incLuding the notes to the
financial statements.

Tax Services

Our audit is conducted primariLy to enabLe us to express an opinion on the financiaL statements.
The audit process is not designed to provide us with a fuLl understanding of your tax situation and
in particular, to allow us to determine whether the entity has specific tax compliance issues. We
understand that you are not Looking to BDO to provide you with any guidance or advice in regard
to tax pLanning or compLiance.

Additional Services

We are avaiLabLe to provide a wide range of services beyond those outLined in this Agreement. To
the extent that any additional services that we provide to you that are not provided under a
separate written engagement agreement, the provisions of this Agreement will apply to the
services.

Standard Terms and Conditions

A copy of our Standard Terms and Conditions is attached as Appendix 1. You shouLd ensure that
you read and understand them. The Standard Terms and Conditions include cLauses that limit our
professionaL liabiLity.

PLease sign and return the attached copy of this Agreement to indicate your agreement with it. If
you have any questions concerning this Agreement, pLease contact us before signing it.

It is a pLeasure for us to be of service and we Look forward to many future years of association
with you.
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Yours truly,

Jz) 44
Chartered Professional Accountants, Licensed Public Accountants

ment of alt the terms and conditions in this Agreement is hereby acknowLedged by:

// //% CFfia
94natureJt” J Position

--1) /24 , &/
Name (please print) Date

cc: Board of Directors
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Appendix I - Standard Terms and Conditions

1. Overview and Interpretation

1.1 This Agreement sets forth the entire agreement between the parties in relation to Services
and it supersedes all prior agreements, negotiations or understandings, whether oral or
written, with respect to Services. To the extent that any of the provisions of the
accompanying Letter confLict with these Standard Terms and Conditions, these Standard
Terms and Conditions shalt prevail. This Agreement may not be changed, modified or
waived in whoLe or part except by an instrument in writing signed by both parties.

1.2 In this agreement, the folLowing words and expressions have the meanings set out below:

This Agreement - these Standard Terms and Conditions, the Letter to which they are
attached, and any supporting schedules or other appendices to the Letter

Services - the services provided or to be provided under this Agreement

We, us, our, BDO - refer to BDO Canada LLP, a Canadian Limited LiabiLity partnership
organized under the Laws of the Province of Ontario

You, your - the party or parties contracting with BDO under this agreement, incLuding the
party’s or parties’ management and those charged with corporate governance. You and
your does not incLude BDO, its affiLiates or BDO Member Firms

BDO Member Firm or Firms - any firm or firms that form part of the internationaL network
of independent firms that are members of BDQ International Limited

Confidential Information - information that contains identifying features that can be
attributed to you or individual personnel

2. BDO Network and Sole Recourse

2.1 BDO is a member of BDO International Limited, a UK company Limited by guarantee, and
forms part of the internationaL network of independent member firms (i.e. BDO Member
Firms), each of which is a separate LegaL entity.

2.2 We may use other BDO Member Firms or subcontractors to provide Services; however, we
remain soLely responsibLe for Services. You agree not to bring any cLaim or action against
another BDO Member Firm (or their partners, members, directors, employees or
subcontractors) or our subcontractors in respect of any LiabiLity reLating to the provision of
Services.

2.3 You agree that any of our affiliates, subcontractors, and other BDO Member Firms and any
subcontractors thereof whom we directLy or indirectLy involve in providing Services have
the right to reLy on and enforce Section 2.2 above as if they were a party to this
agreement.

3. Respective Responsibilities

3.1 We wiLl use reasonabLe efforts to compLete, within any agreed-upon time frame, the
performance of Services.
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3.2 You shaLL be responsibLe for your personnel’s compLiance with your obLigations under this

Agreement. We wiLL not be responsibLe for any deLays or other consequences arising from
you not fuLfiLLing your obLigations.

4. Working Papers and Deliverables

4.1 Ownership - Any documents prepared by us or for us in connection with Services belong
soLeLy to us.

4.2 Oral advice and draft deliverables - You shouLd not rely upon any draft deliverabLes or
oraL advice provided by us. ShouLd you wish to rely upon something we have said to you,
pLease Let us know and, if possibLe, we wiLl provide the information that you require in
writing.

4.3 Translated documents . If you engage us to transLate any documents, advice, opinions,
reports or other work product of BDO from one Language to another, you are responsibLe
for the accuracy of the transLation work.

4.4 Reliance by Third Parties - Our Services wilL not be planned or conducted in
contemplation of or for the purpose of reliance by any third party other than you and any
party to whom the assurance report is addressed. Items of possibLe interest to a third party
will not be addressed and matters may exist that wouLd be assessed differentLy by a third
party, possibly in connection with a specific transaction.

4.5 Consent to use the ReportS If we are requested to consent to the use of our report in
connection with a continuous disclosure document, a public or private offering document,
an annuaL report or any other document, we will consider, at the reLevant time, providing
consent and any conditions applicabLe to our consent. Our consent must be in writing. In
order to provide consent, professional standards require that we read the other
information in the related document and consider whether such information is materially
inconsistent with the reLated financiaL statements. We wiLl require adequate notice of the
request for consent to aLLow us to consider your identification and resoLution of events
occurring in the period since the date of our report, and to obtain updated written
representation Letters. Such procedures wiLl be performed at your cost.

5. ConfidentiaLity

5.1 We agree to use Confidential Information provided by you onLy in relation to the services in
connection with which the information is provided and we wilL not discLose the
information, except where required by Law, reguLation or professionaL obLigation. We may
however, give Confidential Information to other BOO Member Firms or other subcontractors
assisting us in providing Services. Any party to whom we subcontract work wilL be required
to keep ConfidentiaL Information confidential either by professional obLigation or contract
with us.

5.2 BOO shalL be entitLed to incLude a description of services we render to or for you in
marketing and research materials and disclose such information to third parties, provided
that aLL such information wiLL be made anonymous and not associated with you.
AdditionaLly, we may anaLyze information on an industry or sector basis for internaL
purposes or to provide industry/sector wide information to our cLients or potentiaL clients.
You consent to our using information obtained from you in this way provided that the
outputs therefrom wiLl not contain any identifying features that can be attributed to you.
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6. Independence

6.1 Professional and certain regulatory standards require us to be independent, in both fact
and appearance, with respect to our clients in the performance of our services. We will
communicate to you any relationships between BDO (including its related entities) and you
that, in our professional judgment, may reasonably be thought to bear on our
independence. Further, we will confirm our independence in writing.

7. Offers of Employment

7,1 Any discussions that you, or any party acting on your behalf, have with professional
personnel of our Firm regarding employment could pose a threat to our independence.
Your recruitment of an engagement team member from the current or prior year’s
engagement may compromise our independence and our ability to render agreed services
to you. Engagement team members may include current and former partners and staff of
BDO, other BDO Member Firms and other firms who work under our direction. Therefore,
you agree to inform us prior to any such discussions so that you and we can implement
appropriate safeguards to maintain our independence.

8. Professional and Regulatory Oversight

8.1 As required by legal, regulatory, or professional authorities (both in Canada and abroad)
and by BDO policy, our client files must periodically be reviewed by practice inspectors to
ensure that we are adhering to professional and BDO standards. It is understood that by
entering into this agreement, you provide your consent to us providing our files relating to
your engagement to the practice inspectors for the sole purpose of their inspection.

8.2 Certain regulatory bodies may also have the right to conduct investigations of you,
including the Services provided by us. To the extent practicable and permitted by law, we
will advise you of any such investigation request or order prior to providing our working
papers.

8.3 You agree to reimburse us for our time and expenses, including reasonable legal fees,
incurred in responding to any investigation that is requested or authorized by you or
investigations of you undertaken under government regulation or authority, court order or
other legal process.

9. Privacy and Consents

9.1 You agree we will have access to all personal information in your custody that we require
to complete our engagement. We may collect, use, transfer, store, or process such
information disclosed by you of a personal nature (personal information). Our Services are
provided on the understanding that:

(a) you have obtained any consents for collection, use and disclosure to us of personal
information required under all applicable privacy legislation; and

(b) we will hold all personal information in compliance with our Privacy Statement.

10. Electronic Communications

10.1 Both parties recognize and accept the security risks associated with email communications,
including but not limited to the lack of security, unreliability of delivery and possible loss
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of confidentiaLity and priviLege. UnLess you request in writing that we do not communicate
by internet emaiL, you assume aLl responsibiLity and Liability in respect of risk associated
with its use.

10.2 By signing this agreement, you provide BOO with express consent to communicate with you
and your empLoyees, as appLicabLe, eLectronicaLLy, including sending BOO newsLetters,
publications, announcements, invitations and other news and aLerts that may be of interest
to you. You and your empLoyees may withdraw such consent at any time by contacting BOO
at www.bdo.ca)unsubscribe.

11. Limitation of Liability

11.1 In any dispute, action, claim, demand for Losses or damages arising out of the Services
performed by BOO pursuant to this Agreement, BOO shaLL onLy be liabLe for its
proportionate share of the total liability based on degree of fault as determined by a court
of competent jurisdiction or by an independent arbitrator as a resuLt of the dispute
resolution procedures, notwithstanding the provisions of any statute or ruLe of common Law
which create, or purport to create, joint and several liabiLity.

11.2 Our Liability shaLL be restricted to damages of a direct and compensatory nature and shaLL
not incLude indirect, consequentiaL, aggravated or punitive damages, or damages for loss of
profits or expected tax savings, whether or not the LikeLihood of such Loss or damage was
contempLated.

11.3 You agree that BOO shaLL in no event be liabLe to you for any actions, damages, cLaims,
LiabiLities, costs, expenses, or Losses in any way arising out of or reLating to the Services
performed hereunder for an aggregate amount of more than the higher of:

(a) three times the fees paid by you to BOO in the tweLve months preceding the incident
giving rise to the claim; and

(b) $25,000.

11.4 No exclusion or Limitation on the Liability of other responsible persons imposed or agreed at
any time shaLL affect any assessment of our proportionate Liability hereunder, nor shaLl
settLement of or difficulty enforcing any cLaim, or the death, dissolution or insoLvency of
any such other responsibLe persons or their ceasing to be Liable for the Loss or damage or
any portion thereof, affect any such assessment.

11.5 You agree cLaims or actions relating to the delivery of Services shaLl be brought against us
alone, and not against any individual. Where our individuals are described as partners, they
are acting as one of our members.

12. Indemnity

12.1 To the fuLlest extent permitted by applicable Law and professionaL reguLations, you agree
to indemnify and hoLd harmless BDO from and against aLl Losses, costs (incLuding soLicitors
fees), damages, expenses, cLaims, demands or LiabiLities arising out of or in consequence
of:

(a) a misrepresentation by a member of your management or board of directors,
regardless of whether such person was acting in your interest;
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(b) the services performed by BDO pursuant to this Agreement, unLess, and to the extent

that, such Losses, costs, damages and expenses are found by a court of competent
jurisdiction to have been due to the gross negLigence of BOO. In the event that the
matter is settled out of court, we will mutuaLly agree on the extent of the
indemnification to be provided by you, faiLing which, the matter may be referred to
dispute resoLution in accordance with the terms of this Letter.

13. Alternative Dispute Resolution

13.1 Both parties agree that they wiLL first attempt to settle any dispute arising out of or
relating to this agreement or the Services provided hereunder through good faith
negotiations.

13.2 In the event that the parties are unabLe to settle or resolve their dispute through
negotiation, such dispute shall be subject to mediation pursuant to the National Mediation
rules of the ADR Institute of Canada Inc. ALL disputes remaining unsettLed for more than 60
days foLLowing the parties first meeting with a mediator or such longer period as the
parties mutually agree upon shall be subject to arbitration pursuant to the National
Arbitration Rules of the ADR Institute of Canada Inc. Such arbitration shall be final,
conclusive and binding upon the parties, and the parties shaLl have no right of appeaL or
judiciaL review of the decision. The parties hereby waive any such right of appeaL which
may otherwise be provided for in any provincial arbitration statute made applicabLe under
the NationaL Arbitration Rules.

14. Limitation Period

14.1 You shall make any cLaim reLating to Services or otherwise under this Agreement no Later
than one year after you became aware or ought reasonabLy to have become aware of the
facts giving rise to any such cLaim.

14.2 You shaLL in no event make any cLaim reLating to the Services or otherwise under this
Agreement Later than two years after the compLetion of the Services under this Agreement.

14.3 To the extent permitted by Law, the parties to this Agreement agree that the Limitation
periods established in this Agreement repLace any limitation periods under any Limitations
act and/or any other applicable legislation and any limitation periods under any limitations
act and/or any other applicable LegisLation shaLl not aLter the Limitation periods specified
in this Agreement.

15. Québec Personnel

15.1 We may sometimes have individuaL partners and empLoyees performing Services within the
Province of Québec who are members of the Ordre des comptables professionneLs agréés
du Québec. Any such members performing professionaL services hereunder assumes fuLL
personaL civil liabiLity arising from the practice of their profession, regardLess of their
status within our partnership. They may not invoke the liabiLity of our partnership as
grounds for excluding or limiting their own liability. The provisions in Sections 11
(Limitation of LiabiLity) and 14 (Limitation Period) shall therefore not appLy to limit the
personaL civiL LiabiLity of partners and empLoyees who are members of the Ordre des
comptabLes professionneLs agréés du Québec.
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16. Termination

16.1 This Agreement appLies to Services whenever performed (incLuding before the date of this
Agreement).

16.2 You or we may terminate this Agreement at any time upon written notice of such
termination to the other party. We wilL not be Liable for any Loss, cost or expense arising
from such termination. You agree to pay us for aLl Services performed up to the date of
termination, including Services performed, work-in-progress and expenses incurred by us
up to and including the effective date of the termination of this Agreement.

17. Fees and BiLLings

17.1 Our estimated fee is based on an assumed level of quaLity of your accounting records, the
agreed upon leveL of preparation and assistance from your personneL and adherence to the
agreed-upon timetabLe. Our estimated fee aLso assumes that your financial statements are
in accordance with the applicable financiaL reporting framework and that there are no
significant new or changed accounting policies or issues or internaL controL or other
reporting issues. We wiLl inform you on a timeLy basis if these factors are not in pLace.

17.2 Should our assumptions with respect to the quality of your accounting records be incorrect
or shouLd the conditions of the records, degree of cooperation, resuLts of audit procedures,
or other matters beyond our reasonable controL require additional commitments by us
beyond those upon which our estimated fees are based, we may adjust our fees and
planned compLetion dates.

17.3 Our professionaL fees wiLl be based on our regular biLLing rates which depend on the means
by which and by whom our Services are provided. We aLso wiLl bill you for our out-of-
pocket expenses, our administrative charge (described below), and appLicabLe Harmonized
SaLes Tax, Goods and Services Tax and Provincial Sales Tax.

17.4 Our administrative charge is caLcuLated as a percentage of our professionaL fee and
represents an aLLocation of estimated costs associated with our technoLogy infrastructure,
telephone charges, photocopying and some support staff time costs.

17.5 Our accounts are due when rendered. BDO may suspend the performance of Services in the
event that you faiL to pay an invoice when it is due. Interest may be charged at the rate of
12% per annum on alL accounts outstanding for more than 30 days.

18. Governing Laws

18.1 The terms of our engagement shaLL remain operative until amended, terminated, or
superseded in writing. They shaLL be interpreted according to the Laws of the province or
territory in which BDO’s principal Canadian office performing the engagement is Located,
without regard to such province/territory’s ruLes on confLicts of Law.

19. Entire Agreement and Survival

19.1 This Agreement sets forth the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the
subject matter herein, superseding alL prior agreements, negotiations or understandings,
whether oraL or written, with respect to such subject matter. It is understood that this
Agreement Will not be superseded by any contract with us for other specific services that
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are not of the same scope as the Services contemplated in this Agreement, unless the other
contract explicitly references this Agreement and an intent to supersede it.

19.2 The provisions of this Agreement that give either of us rights or obligations beyond its
termination shall continue indefinitely following the termination of this Agreement. Any
clause that is meant to continue to apply after termination of this Agreement will do so.

20. Force Majeure

20.1 We will not be liable for any delays or failures in performance or breach of contract due to
events or circumstances beyond our reasonable control, including acts of God, war, acts by
governments and regulators, acts of terrorism, accident, fire, flood or storm or civil
disturbance.

21. Assignment

21.1 No party may assign, transfer or delegate any of the rights or obligations hereunder
without the written consent of the other party or parties. BDO may engage independent
contractors and BDO Member Firms to assist us in performing the Services in this
Agreement without your consent.

22. Severability

22.1 If a court or regulator with proper jurisdiction determines that a provision of this
Agreement is invalid, then the provision will be interpreted in a way that is valid under
applicable law or regulation. If any provision is invalid, the rest of this Agreement will
remain effective.

Version: 201801
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Riverside Foundation for Health Care

Board of Directors
Minutes of Meeting

DATE: Monday, February 26, 2018 TIME: 11:30 p.m.

LOCATION: LVGH Board Room

PRESENT: Bev Langner June Keddie
Livia Lundon Bill Gushulak
Deane Cunningham Carla Larson
Tammy Kellar Henry Gauthier

TELECONFERENCE: Kim Jo Bliss

1. Call to Order

Bill called the meeting to order at 11:45 p.m. Sandra Beadle recorded the minutes of this
meeting.

2. Adoption of Agenda

IT was,

MOVED BY: Livia Lundon SECONDED BY: Bev Langner

THAT the Agenda be amended as follows:
ADD: New Business 7.2 Request for Commitment regarding Mammography
MOVE: 7.2 Other to 7.3

CARRIED.

3. Conflict of Interest

There was no conflict of interest.

4. Approval of Minutes

IT was,

MOVED BY: Tammy Kellar SECONDED BY: Livia Lundon

THAT the Minutes from the January 29, 2018 meeting be accepted as circulated.

CARRIED.

NOT YET APPROVED
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5. Correspondence

None

6. Ongoing Business

6.1 Board Vacancy – Emo Auxiliary

Kim Jo has not been able to get a motion from the Auxiliary regarding a representative.
They meet again on March 26th.

6.2 Planned Giving Launch

On hold.

6.3 TV for Rainycrest

Follow up: Bill hasn’t met with Heather Hudson because of restrictions. He will report
at the next meeting.

From Last Meeting: Bill will speak with Heather Hudson when Rainycrest re-opens to
see if she has had a discussion with the gentleman who made the donation. He could
choose something off the 2017/18 approved itemized capital equipment list.

6.4 Foundation Director Update

A candidate has been selected and a verbal office is in process. Deane and Bill met with
the candidate and HR will send a written offer following acceptance of the verbal offer.
Once acceptance of the written offer is received there will be an announcement. Bill,
Deane and the candidate toured the interim office and it was acceptable to the candidate.
When the candidate starts maintenance will be available to move the desk and set up the
office as desired. Henry assured that the phone lines, computer lines, etc will be
completed mid-March. It is hoped that the candidate will be able to attend orientation on
March 15th. Bill asked if signage to the new office could be provided along with a plate
on the elevator. Everyone on the second floor will be engaged regarding the new location
of the Foundation Director office. When the candidate gives written acceptance there
will be a formal announcement that will include the location of the office. There will also
be official documentation provided to the 2 unsuccessful candidates, after all this is
achieved a press release will be sent.

6.5 Christmas Appeal

Sandra reported that the Christmas Appeal up to February 23, 2018 has accumulated
$23,315.00 before any costs have been deducted. There was not a previous motion
regarding the Foundation covering outstanding costs for the Courier Truck.
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It was,

MOVED BY: Bev Langner SECONDED BY: Livia Lundon

THAT the Riverside Foundation Board approve going forward with the purchase of the Courier
Truck by providing additional funds required to meet the $55,000. estimated price.

CARRIED.

6.6 Fundraising Request – Third Party Fundraiser

Tammy spoke with Mary Wrigley she suggested that Tammy talk with Cindy from the
Thunder Bay Foundation. The Frenette’s are looking at raising $6,000 in each of Sioux
Lookout and Fort Frances. Tammy is still waiting to hear from Cindy. It was suggested
to see if the Auxiliary would be interested in heading up the fundraising to match the
$6,000.

6.7 New Office Space

The plan is to house the Foundation Director in the Front Entrance. Bill will start a list of
things they would want in that office. Henry said that moving the Admitting area upstairs
to the Switchboard area is not viable because of Infection Control issues and the general
public coming into the building in the same entrance. It is suggested to use the space
where the waiting chairs are currently. This will require some infrastructure work. This
would likely go to an external contractor.

6.8 Palliative Care Cart – Rainy River

Carla reported that Rainy River has purchased a work top fridge and Emo has purchased a
microwave, coffee maker, and some other palliative supplies and cart as well as a quilt.
The donation received from Rainy River Resources ($3,500 each) along with a
commitment by the Foundation for $1,949.25. There appears to be approximately $1,700
remaining in the fund for Rainy River. There was no cart purchased for Rainy River.
Bev will investigate a bit further to determine what is required.

6.9 By-Laws

On hold for now until the Director is in place.

6.10 OTHER

Nexus credit union will be added as an item for the next Agenda.
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7. New Business

7.1 Vesey Bulbs Fundraiser

Livia took the Vesey Bulb catalogue to see if the Special Event Committee is interested in
heading the fundraiser.

7.2 Request for Mammography Commitment

Carla reported that there was a commitment to a 5-year coverage of education funding for
the team in mammography and 5 years for maintenance. The Foundation is still
providing funding for the maintenance annually of $27,643. The Foundation had
committed to a 5 year service agreement with the purchase. Carla will follow up to see
how much is left in the Mammography fund.

7.3 Other:Capital List

Henry presented a 2017-18 Capital Equipment List with Funding Commitments for
Foundation and Auxiliaries. (attached to the minutes)

Henry suggested that each group identify what they would support from the items
highlighted in red. If there are any questions Julie can be contacted for LVGH inpatient
unit; Cindy for Surgical Services and Marva for long term care items. Any items that are
emergent are sent to the VP responsible and then to Henry or Ted for final approval.
Items can be carried over from year to year.

Supply Chain is currently working on requests for 2018-2019; all items have been
submitted but not yet vetted. We have also been requesting a 5 year projection plan from
each area.

8. Standing Reports

8.1 Finance Report

Carla reported on the Revenue & Expense Summary for April 1, 2017 to January 31,
2018. There is a surplus of over $83,000 however Q4 report will likely eat it up. An
increase is due to the Christmas Appeal and some funds from the Legion; Club 55
Bowling and Canadian Cancer Society. Compensation is showing a bit low but will bump
up when the new Director is hired. Cash balance $2.3 million. Spending less than
budgeted in line A20 (Fundraising Expenses). Q4 will reflect closer to actual spending.

It was,

MOVED BY: Deane Cunningham SECONDED BY: Tammy Kellar

THAT the Finance Report be accepted.

CARRIED.
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8.2 Special Event Committee Report

Livia reported that at the last meeting the reviewed the Community Calendar and realized
that Knox United Church was holding a luncheon the same date as they had chosen for
the Spring Lunch. They moved the date for the Spring Luncheon to Sunday April 29th.
Robert Moore gymnasium is already booked and set. If you are willing to donate an item
please contact someone on the committee. The Special Event Committee was successful
in recruitment of 3 new members. They will be attending their first meeting in March.
They are Paula Stringer, Joelle Blanc and Neila Booth. Livia took the Vesey Bulb
catalogue and will give it to Janice to bring to the meeting on March 5th .

The Fall Gala meeting was also very productive. The Arena is booked for Saturday,
October 20th and the event will have a Mexican theme.

IT was,

MOVED BY: Livia Lundon SECONDED BY: Tammy Kellar

THAT the Foundation Special Event Committee Report be accepted.

CARRIED.

8.3 Hospital Auxiliaries Update

June reported that due to the outbreaks the Rainycrest Auxiliary has not met.

June also reported that a LVGH, they are all organized for the Staff Tea and she read
from the minutes regarding their meeting with Bill and asked if the new tub was installed
and if the invoice was ready. To follow up, the invoice has been emailed to Judy and
Monica. The First Floor tub was installed and the Second Floor Room renovations are in
progress. The tub on the Second Floor will be installed when the renovations are
complete. They will receive the invoice for that tub when the work is done. They are
looking for a convenor for their Strawberry Social. June asked about her term on the
board, as long at the Auxiliary elects her the Foundation makes a motion annually for the
Auxiliary reps.

Bev reported that the tickets for the TV are not available yet but should be soon. There
was a slight problem with the license and therefore the tickets. Their Valentines tea for
residents and well accepted and they will be doing a St. Patricks day tea next. They are
not meeting in March as a lot of their members are away somewhere warm.

IT was,

MOVED BY: Livia Lundon SECONDED BY: Tammy Kellar

THAT the Hospital Auxiliaries Update be accepted.

CARRIED.
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8.4 Foundation Director Report

No update as this position is currently vacant.

8.5 Riverside Corporate Report

No formal report if anyone needs any information please contact Henry

8.6 Other

9. Next Meeting

The next meeting will be on Monday, March 26, 2018 at 11:30 a.m. at LVGH Board
Room.

10. Adjournment

It was,

MOVED BY: Kim Jo Bliss

THAT the meeting be adjourned at 12:45 p.m.

CARRIED.

_________________________________
Bill Gushulak, Chair

/sb

05/03/2018
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Auxiliary Report – March 2018

Emo

The Emo and District Hospital Auxiliary held its March meeting. Plans were finalized for the Shamrock
Tea on Friday Sept. at 1:30 in the Hospital Cafeteria . Members were very happy to hear that long
awaited renovations to the shower have been tendered.

La Verendrye General Hospital

See Attached.

Rainycrest

No Report – Do not have a meeting until March 14, 2018 since Rainycrest has been closed we have not been
able to do any activities for quite a while. Therefore, nothing to report.

Rainy River

No Report.
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LAVERENDRYE GENERAL HOSPITAL AUXILIARY
EXECUTIVE MEETING

Tuesday March 6, 2018

The meeting was called to order at 1:00 p.m. in the 3rd Floor Conference Room

with the reading of the Auxiliary pledge.

Attending: Judy Webster, Shirley Scofield, Irene Laing, Janet Lambert, Marnie

Cumming, Linda Laroque, Diane Glowasky, Dixie Badiuk, Monica Sus, Joy

Lockman, Guest: Patty Basaraba

Regrets: Lawrie Kosowick, June Keddie, Sandra Pruys. Laureen Vandetti, Donna

Penny.

The Chair approved the agenda with no additions. There were no conflict of interest.

The Chair accepted the minutes.

TREASURER'S REPORT was approved.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES:

Nomination Committee – Irene L, Janet L, and Judy W met at Irene’s to go over the

nominations. Most of the executive are remaining in their positions. Shirley Scofield

has accepted the position of vice-chair and Helene Cone will come on the executive

and take the position handling the lobby lottery. Dixie Badiuk will now be a director

at large as well as Sandra Robertson, Dawn Hughes and Pat Basaraba.

Bill Gushulak advised us that he has information for us from Henry Gauthier

regarding the second floor tub completion by the end of April. Stores will assist us

with filling the pop machine in the hall across from Emergency. Bill advised us that

we are not going to be able to have a pop machine in the hospital lobby as the

board has new plans for that area. A sink for the shop is still to be discussed.

Vests: Shirley S is to contact Positive Identity to send some sample sizes in royal

blue. Shirley advised the chair that royal blue isn’t available and will order the

vests in navy.

Strawberry Social: Joy Lockman, Bev Bond, Diane Hoffman are convening

the strawberry social. We do not have a date as yet for this event.

Spirit of Christmas: Janet Lambert is convening the event at the Copper River Inn,
and will provide free coffee and tea. Diane Gibson and Linda Hamilton, Monica Sus
and Diane and George Glowasky will help with this event on December 2, 2018.
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The Spring Conference is being held in Thunder Bay on April 27 and 28that the

Thunder Bay Regional Health conference center. The chair has booked the rooms in

the Day’s Inn next door.

Membership policy and procedure: Marnie C made a MOTION and Seconded by

Diane G that the membership year will begin on September 1 and end on August

31, commencing on September 1, 2018.

MOTION made by Marnie C and seconded by George G that beginning

September 2018: if the membership fee for the up-coming year (e.g. 2018/19

membership year) by August 31, the individual’s name will be removed from the

current membership list.

CORRESPONDENCE – Letter from Anna McNay requesting funding for a child to

go to the All-Ontarios. This is not in our mandate.

DIRECTOR AND COMMITTEE REPORTS:

Shop - We are having an Easter lobby sale on March 29th at 11 a.m. Committee

has requested Easter Breads.

Membership – George G will send out new membership list.

Social- Luncheon on Mon March 12/18 at United church. Menu is set and Travis

Glowasky will be the guest speaker.

Communications, Advertising and Promotion – Janet L is considering a donor

wall in the shop.

Newsletter – Linda L advises it will be delivered by March 15. Numerous copies

have gone out by email.

Foundation – June K. advises that the Foundation has a fundraiser on April

29th “Mama Needs to Relax”. Donations are welcome. Octobers fundraiser is a

Mexican dinner. Allison Cox is the new Foundation representative.

Sick and Visiting – Judy W sent out to cards.

Historian – Joy L. advised that one of the albums is lost.

Patient Services – no report

Phoning – Marnie C advised that she needs to find more people to phone.

Lobby Lottery – Dixie B advised that we have a bank balance of $20,434.79.
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NEW BUSINESS

Education Grant – Judy W held a discussion.

Rocking for a Reason – Dixie B advised that she has booked the booth and needs

help printing labels. Shirley S volunteered.

The meeting adjourned at 2:55 p.m. The next meeting is April 3, 2018.

Judy Webster, Chairperson Shirley Scofield, Secretary

________________________ _________________________
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BRIEFING NOTE

TO: Board of Trustees
FROM: Simone LeBlanc, Coordinator Quality, Safety, Risk Management & Privacy
DATE: March 12, 2018
SUBJECT: Performance Based Compensation and the 2018.19 QIP
SUMMARY

• Excellent Care for All Act (ECFAA) requires the compensation of CEOs and other
executives to be linked to the achievement of performance improvement targets
laid out in the QIP of every hospital in Ontario.

• A description of the manner in and extent to which executive compensation is to
be tied to performance must be included in the QIP and available to the public.
This information is added to the final section of the QIP Narrative

• The legislation and regulations do not include specific requirements regarding
the percentage of salary that should be subject to performance based
compensation, the number of targets that should be tied to executive
compensation, weighting of these targets, or what the targets should be.

RECOMMENDATION
The following information to be added to the “Performance Based Compensation” section of the
narrative:

Executives accountable to performance based compensation include President and CEO, Vice
President, Operations & CFO, Vice President Health Services & CNE.

The executive team continues to supporting the quality improvement work of our staff across all
sites and all sectors within the QIP, as well as ensuring we are fostering engaged work teams. The
indicators selected for performance based compensation are:

• LTC Resident Satisfaction (indicator: “I can express my opinion without fear”),

• Hospital Patient Satisfaction (indictor: “Overall how would you rate the care and
services you received at the hospital”),

• Staff Satisfaction (Indicator: “Percent of performance conversations complete),

• LTC Resident Care & Financial Accountability (Indicator: Maintaining the Quality of
the RAI Program).

The percent of salary linked to each achievement of the QIP targets will be recommended by the
Riverside Board of Trustees. The terms that will be used to determine payout are detailed in the
chart below.
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Measure/Indicator 218.19
Target

Weight
per
indicator

100%
Earned

50%
Earned

0%
Earned

Maintain the
Quality of the RAI
Program
(52152 - Rainycrest
only)

CMI of
100 or
better
(adjusted)

33.3% CMI of
100 or
higher

CMI of
90-99

CMI of
89 or
less

Percent of
performance
conversations
completed

95.0% 16.7% 95% or
higher

75%-
94%

74% or
lower

"Overall how
would you rate the
care and services
you received at the
hospital?"

90.0% 33.3% 90% or
higher

80%-
89%

79% or
lower

I can express my
opinion without
fear?

88.0% 16.7% 88% or
higher

68%-
87%

67% or
lower

TOTAL 100%

Respectfully Submitted,
Simone LeBlanc
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Hospital CEO VPs Comments

St. Joseph's Care 

Group 3% 3%

Lake Of The 

Woods District 

Hospital

2.50% 0.5%-1%

"Given that the CEO and Senior Management position salaries have been 

frozen for the past seven (7) years, with no end in sight to this situation, the 

Board finds it unconscionable to put any base salary at risk. The Board 

recognizes that current legislation does not allow for any salary bonus or 

claw-back."

Sioux Lookout 

Meno-Ya-Win 

Health Centre 3% 1%

Atikokan General 

Hospital 2% 1%

Dryden Regional 

Health Centre 5% 1%

Geraldton District 

Hospital

1% 0%

"Both the CNO and CCS, despite being executive staff, do not reach the 

current salary expectations of six figures; hence, we will continue to set 

performance indicators to maintain the highest quality levels. However, once 

they do reach six figures they will be subject to salary performance based 

implications"

Manitouwadge 

General Hospital 2% 1%

North of Superior 

Healthcare Group
$5,000.00 1%

"The performance-based compensation plan for 2017/2018 will equal 

$5,000.00 for CEO and 1% of compensation for all other designated 

executives."

The Red Lake 

Margaret 

Cochenour 

Memorial Hospital 5% 2%

Thunder Bay 

Regional Health 

Sciences Centre 2% 2%

Median 3% 1% Overall Median = 2%

Performance Based Compensation Compatator Hospitals NW LHIN 

(2017.18 QIP)
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2018.19 Scenario 1

Domain
Measure/Indic

ator

2017.18 

Current 

Performance

218.19 Target
Target 

Justification

Total Weight 

CEO

Total Weight 

VP
100% Earned 50% Earned 0% Earned

Efficient - Custom Maintain the 

Quality of the  RAI 

Program 

(52152 - 

Rainycrest only)

100

CMI of 100 or 

better

(adjusted)

Maintain or 

improve current 

CMI score 1.67% 1%
CMI of 100 

or higher
CMI of 90-99

CMI of 89 or 

less

Efficient - Custom Percent of 

performance 

conversations 

completed 

77% 

(Excluded 

Rainycrest)

95.0%

Goal to increase 

rate of completion 

rate  to 95%, by 

end of FY2018.19 

and ensuring 

performance 

conversations 

continue to occur 

every 2 years at 

minimum

0.83% 0.50%
95% or 

higher
75%-94% 74% or lower

Patient Centred - 

Custom

"Overall how 

would you rate 

the care and 

services you 

received at the 

hospital?"
90%

 (Q3 2017.18)
90.0%

Goal to maintain 

current rate while 

improving the 

process for 

generating 

feedback and 

focusing on ways 

to better 

communicate the 

results to staff

1.67% 1%
90% or 

higher
80%-89% 79% or lower

Patient Centred - 

Custom

I can express my 

opinion without 

fear?

68.3%

(Q2 2017.18)
88.0%

Goal to see a 20% 

increase with 

consistent practice 

for generating 

results and regular 

communication 

with staff

0.83% 0.50%
88% or 

higher
68%-87% 67% or lower

Total Compensation at Risk 5.00% 3.00%
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2018.19 Scenario 2

Domain
Measure/Indic

ator

2017.18 

Current 

Performance

218.19 Target
Target 

Justification

Total Weight 

CEO

Total Weight 

VP
100% Earned 50% Earned 0% Earned

Efficient - Custom Maintain the 

Quality of the  RAI 

Program 

(52152 - 

Rainycrest only)

100

CMI of 100 or 

better

(adjusted)

Maintain or 

improve current 

CMI score 1.00% 1%
CMI of 100 

or higher
CMI of 90-99

CMI of 89 or 

less

Efficient - Custom Percent of 

performance 

conversations 

completed 

77% 

(Excluded 

Rainycrest)

95.0%

Goal to increase 

rate of completion 

rate  to 95%, by 

end of FY2018.19 

and ensuring 

performance 

conversations 

continue to occur 

every 2 years at 

minimum

0.50% 0.33% 95% or higher 75%-94% 74% or lower

Patient Centred - 

Custom

"Overall how 

would you rate 

the care and 

services you 

received at the 

hospital?"
90%

 (Q3 2017.18)
90.0%

Goal to maintain 

current rate while 

improving the 

process for 

generating 

feedback and 

focusing on ways 

to better 

communicate the 

results to staff

1.00% 1% 90% or higher 80%-89% 79% or lower

Patient Centred - 

Custom

I can express my 

opinion without 

fear?

68.3%

(Q2 2017.18)
88.0%

Goal to see a 20% 

increase with 

consistent practice 

for generating 

results and regular 

communication 

with staff

0.50% 0.33% 88% or higher 68%-87% 67% or lower

Total Compensation at Risk 3.00% 2.00%
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2018.19 Scenario 3

Domain
Measure/Indica

tor

2017.18 

Current 

Performance

218.19 Target
Target 

Justification

Total Weight 

CEO
Total Weight VP 100% Earned 50% Earned 0% Earned

Efficient - Custom Maintain the 

Quality of the  RAI 

Program 

(52152 - 

Rainycrest only)

100

CMI of 100 or 

better

(adjusted)

Maintain or 

improve current 

CMI score 0.67% 0.333%
CMI of 100 

or higher
CMI of 90-99

CMI of 89 or 

less

Efficient - Custom Percent of 

performance 

conversations 

completed 

77% 

(Excluded 

Rainycrest)

95.0%

Goal to increase 

rate of completion 

rate  to 95%, by 

end of FY2018.19 

and ensuring 

performance 

conversations 

continue to occur 

every 2 years at 

minimum

0.33% 0.167% 95% or higher 75%-94% 74% or lower

Patient Centred - 

Custom

"Overall how 

would you rate 

the care and 

services you 

received at the 

hospital?"
90%

 (Q3 2017.18)
90.0%

Goal to maintain 

current rate while 

improving the 

process for 

generating 

feedback and 

focusing on ways 

to better 

communicate the 

results to staff

0.66% 0.333% 90% or higher 80%-89% 79% or lower

Patient Centred - 

Custom

I can express my 

opinion without 

fear?

68.3%

(Q2 2017.18)
88.0%

Goal to see a 20% 

increase with 

consistent practice 

for generating 

results and regular 

communication 

with staff

0.33% 0.167% 88% or higher 68%-87% 67% or lower

Total Compensation at Risk 2.00% 1.00%
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Excellent Care for All
Quality Improvement Plans (QIP): Progress Report for 2017/18 QIP

The Progress Report is a tool that will help organizations make linkages between change ideas and improvement, and
gain insight into how their change ideas might be refined in the future. The new Progress Report is mostly automated, so
very little data entry is required, freeing up time for reflection and quality improvement activities.

Health Quality Ontario (HQO) will use the updated Progress Reports to share effective change initiatives, spread
successful change ideas, and inform robust curriculum for future educational sessions.

ID Measure/Indicator from 2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance
as stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP
2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

1 "Overall how would you rate the
care and services you received at
the Emergency Department? add
the number of respondents who
answered "Excellent" divided by the
number of respondents who
registered any response to this
question.
( %; ED patients; April 2017 -
December 2017; In-house survey)

900 CB CB 45.00 This indicator
will continue
on the
2018.19 QIP

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from
Last Years QIP (QIP

2017/18)

Was this change idea
implemented as
intended? (Y/N

button)

Lessons Learned: (Some Questions to
Consider) What was your experience with this
indicator? What were your key learnings? Did

the change ideas make an impact? What advice
would you give to others?

Review results and look
for opportunities to
continue to improve the
services.

Yes Process for distribution of surveys was inconsistent
throughout the year and those patients who
attended the ED afterhours did not have the
opportunity to provide feedback. These issues are
being addressed in the 2018.19 QIP
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ID Measure/Indicator from 2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance
as stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP
2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

2 "Overall how would you rate the
care and services you received at
the hospital? add the number of
respondents who answered
"Excellent" divided by the number
of respondents who registered any
response to this question.
( %; All acute patients; April 2017 -
December 2017; In-house survey)

900 CB CB 64.20 This indicator
will continue
on the
2018.19 QIP

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from
Last Years QIP (QIP

2017/18)

Was this change idea
implemented as
intended? (Y/N

button)

Lessons Learned: (Some Questions to
Consider) What was your experience with this
indicator? What were your key learnings? Did

the change ideas make an impact? What advice
would you give to others?

Review results and look
for opportunities to
continue to improve the
services.

Yes
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ID
Measure/Indicator from

2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance as

stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP
2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

3 Did you receive enough
information from hospital staff on
what to do if you become worried
about your condition or treatment
after being discharged from
hospital?
( %; All acute patients; April 2017
- Dec 2017; In-house survey)

900 CB CB 49.90 This indicator
will continue
on the 2018.19
QIP

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from Last Years QIP (QIP
2017/18)

Was this change
idea implemented
as intended? (Y/N

button)

Lessons Learned: (Some
Questions to Consider) What was

your experience with this
indicator? What were your key

learnings? Did the change ideas
make an impact? What advice

would you give to others?

Update in hospital Inpatient Discharge
Telephone Follow-up Survey to include
"Did you receive enough information from
hospital staff on discharge about to do if
you were worried about your condition or
treatment after you left the hospital?"

Yes Template was updated. Spreadsheet
was developed. The process needs
to improve with some additional
parameters ie time frame for calls to
be 48-72 hours after discharge

Reinforce communication technique
"Teach Back" with staff.

Yes

Transition of information for admission to
Long Term Care and Convalescence
Care.

Yes
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ID
Measure/Indicator from

2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance as

stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP
2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

4 How would you rate how well
the staff listen to you? (This
includes all three LTC Homes
52152, 54116, 54296)
( %; LTC home residents; Last
12 month period.; In-house
survey)

900 95.00 95.00 55.60 This indicator
will continue on
2018.19 QIP

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from Last
Years QIP (QIP 2017/18)

Was this change
idea implemented
as intended? (Y/N

button)

Lessons Learned: (Some Questions to
Consider) What was your experience with

this indicator? What were your key
learnings? Did the change ideas make an
impact? What advice would you give to

others?

Improve the distribution and
response of the Resident
Satisfaction Surveys at
institution 52152.

Yes Resident survey distribution improved with
process improvements. EHC and RC had a
very good response rate. RRHC had a low
census at the time of surveying and only
received a few results.

Improve the overall
understanding of the survey
questions and how the results
assist in identify opportunities
for improvement.

Yes
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ID
Measure/Indicator from

2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance as

stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP
2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

5 I can express my opinion
without fear?
( %; LTC home residents;
Most recent 12 month
period; In-house survey)

900 86.00 90.30 68.30 This indicator
will continue on
the 2018.19 QIP

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from Last
Years QIP (QIP 2017/18)

Was this change
idea implemented
as intended? (Y/N

button)

Lessons Learned: (Some Questions to
Consider) What was your experience with

this indicator? What were your key
learnings? Did the change ideas make an
impact? What advice would you give to

others?

Improve the distribution and
response of the Resident
Satisfaction Surveys at
institution 52152.

Yes Resident survey distribution improved with
process improvements. EHC and RC had a
very good response rate. RRHC had a low
census at the time of surveying and only
received a few results.

Improve the overall
understanding of the survey
questions and how the results
assist in identify opportunities
for improvement.

Yes
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ID
Measure/Indicator

from 2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance
as stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP
2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

6 I would recommend
the Home to others?
( %; LTC home
residents; Most current
12 month period; In-
house survey)

900 93.00 93.00 85.70 This indicator will continue
to be monitored but will
not be included in the
2018.19 QIP. The
feedback we received was
this question was
confusing to residents as
the LTC is the only home
available in the
community.

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from Last
Years QIP (QIP 2017/18)

Was this change
idea implemented
as intended? (Y/N

button)

Lessons Learned: (Some Questions to
Consider) What was your experience with

this indicator? What were your key
learnings? Did the change ideas make an
impact? What advice would you give to

others?

Improve the distribution and
response of the Resident
Satisfaction Surveys at
institution 52152.

Yes Resident survey distribution improved with
process improvements. EHC and RC had a
very good response rate. RRHC had a low
census at the time of surveying and only
received a few results.

Improve the overall
understanding of the survey
questions and how the results
assist in identify opportunities
for improvement.

Yes
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ID
Measure/Indicator from

2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance as

stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP
2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

7 Medication reconciliation at
admission: The total number of
patients with medications
reconciled as a proportion of the
total number of patients admitted
to the hospital
( Rate per total number of
admitted patients; Hospital
admitted patients; Most recent 3
month period; Hospital collected
data)

900 97.16 100.00 94.30 This indicator
will continue
on the
2018.19 QIP

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from
Last Years QIP
(QIP 2017/18)

Was this change idea
implemented as

intended? (Y/N button)

Lessons Learned: (Some Questions to Consider)
What was your experience with this indicator?
What were your key learnings? Did the change
ideas make an impact? What advice would you

give to others?

Continue to monitor
and strive for 100%
compliance.

Yes
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ID Measure/Indicator from 2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance
as stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP
2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

8 Medication reconciliation at
discharge: Total number of
discharged patients for whom a
Best Possible Medication
Discharge Plan was created as a
proportion the total number of
patients discharged.
( Rate per total number of
discharged patients; Discharged
patients ; Most recent quarter
available; Hospital collected data)

900 99.36 100.00 74.90 This indicator
will continue
on the
2018.19 QIP

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from Last
Years QIP (QIP 2017/18)

Was this change idea
implemented as
intended? (Y/N

button)

Lessons Learned: (Some Questions to
Consider) What was your experience with

this indicator? What were your key
learnings? Did the change ideas make an
impact? What advice would you give to

others?

Continue to monitor and
reinforce the importance of
Medication Reconciliation at
the time discharge.

Yes
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ID
Measure/Indicator from

2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance as

stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP
2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

9 Number of ED visits for
modified list of ambulatory
care–sensitive conditions* per
100 long-term care residents.
( Rate per 100 residents; LTC
home residents; October 2015 -
September 2016; CIHI CCRS,
CIHI NACRS)

54116 24.14 23.60 16.67

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from Last
Years QIP (QIP 2017/18)

Was this change
idea implemented as

intended? (Y/N
button)

Lessons Learned: (Some Questions to
Consider) What was your experience with

this indicator? What were your key
learnings? Did the change ideas make an
impact? What advice would you give to

others?

Continue to monitor this
indicator as changes were
made on how we access
medication from our medication
carts on Eldcap Residents.

Yes
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ID
Measure/Indicator from

2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance as

stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP
2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

10 Percent of performance
conversations completed in
2017 (based on head count
at January 1, 2017).
( %; All active staff in
organization; 2017; In house
data collection )

900 63.00 72.00 77.00 This indicator
will continue on
the 2018.19
QIP

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from Last Years QIP
(QIP 2017/18)

Was this change
idea implemented
as intended? (Y/N

button)

Lessons Learned: (Some Questions to
Consider) What was your experience

with this indicator? What were your key
learnings? Did the change ideas make

an impact? What advice would you give
to others?

Performance conversations
improved to 63% in the 2016
calendar year. A 15% increase in
compliance has been incorporated
for 2017 with the objective of, at a
minimum, achieving a 72%
compliance rate.

Yes The performance results exclude
Rainycrest as their were significant
vacancies in leadership roles throughout
2017. Rainycrest will be included in the
2018.19 QIP and the Performance
Conversation cycle will move to every 2
years with a 95% completion rate
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ID
Measure/Indicator from

2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance as

stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP
2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

11 Percentage of residents who
were given antipsychotic
medication without psychosis
in the 7 days preceding their
resident assessment
( %; LTC home residents; July
- September 2016; CIHI
CCRS)

54296 21.05 19.00 X This indicator
will continue
on 2018.19
QIP

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from
Last Years QIP (QIP

2017/18)

Was this change idea
implemented as
intended? (Y/N

button)

Lessons Learned: (Some Questions to
Consider) What was your experience with this
indicator? What were your key learnings? Did

the change ideas make an impact? What advice
would you give to others?

Continue to monitor this
indicator and identify
areas for improvement.

Yes Ongoing medication reviews and doctors meetings.
Results and audits are reviewed

Develop and implement
a Delirium Screening
Tool

No This change idea will continue on the 2018.19 QIP

Educate the staff on the
appropriate use of
antipsychotics

Yes
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ID
Measure/Indicator from

2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance as

stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP
2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

12 Percentage of residents who
were given antipsychotic
medication without psychosis
in the 7 days preceding their
resident assessment
( %; LTC home residents; July
- September 2016; CIHI
CCRS)

54116 36.67 21.20 40.43 This indicator
will continue
on 2018.19
QIP

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from
Last Years QIP (QIP

2017/18)

Was this change
idea implemented
as intended? (Y/N

button)

Lessons Learned: (Some Questions to Consider)
What was your experience with this indicator? What

were your key learnings? Did the change ideas
make an impact? What advice would you give to

others?

Continue to monitor
this indicator and
identify areas for
improvement.

Yes Residents are now being admitted to facility with
antipsychotic medications already related to behaviours
they had at home.Continued meetings with
psychogeriatric resource team. Manager /designate
needs to be involved in LTC clinic to try to buffer the
used of antipsychotics. Physicians ordering practices
are such that antipsychotics are one of the first options.

Develop and
implement a Delirium
Screening Tool

No This change idea will continue on the 2018.19 QIP

Educate the staff on
the appropriate use of
antipsychotics.

Yes Staff are invited to attend psychogeriatric resource team
meetings as these meeting reviews those residents on
antipsychotic medications and attempts to identify
alternatives and/or behaviour modifications. Four staff
were sent in the past year to the Montessouri course.
Staff are completing surge learning which also has
components of responsive behaviour education.
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ID
Measure/Indicator from

2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance as

stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP
2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

13 Percentage of residents who
were given antipsychotic
medication without psychosis
in the 7 days preceding their
resident assessment
( %; LTC home residents; July
- September 2016; CIHI
CCRS)

52152 20.63 19.00 23.48 This indicator
will continue
on 2018.19
QIP

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from
Last Years QIP (QIP

2017/18)

Was this change idea
implemented as
intended? (Y/N

button)

Lessons Learned: (Some Questions to
Consider) What was your experience with this
indicator? What were your key learnings? Did

the change ideas make an impact? What advice
would you give to others?

Continue to monitor this
indicator and identify
areas for improvement.

No This indicator will continue on the 2018.19 QIP with
further engagement with physicians and pharmacy
on the use of antipsychotic medication.

Develop and implement
a Delirium Screening
Tool

This change idea will continue on the 2018.19 QIP

Educate the staff on the
appropriate use of
antipsychotics.
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ID
Measure/Indicator from

2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance as

stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP
2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

14 Response time by on call
surgical team from time
notified to incision time for
Emergency C-sections.
( %; Emergency C-sections;
April - December 2017; Chart
Audits)

900 CB 85.00 0.00 This indicator
will continue on
the 2018.19
QIP

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from Last
Years QIP (QIP 2017/18)

Was this change
idea implemented as

intended? (Y/N
button)

Lessons Learned: (Some Questions to
Consider) What was your experience with

this indicator? What were your key
learnings? Did the change ideas make an
impact? What advice would you give to

others?

To ensure that the response
times are according to the
SGOC/moreOB Guidelines
are being met.

Yes Method of evaluating indicator was a "pass/fail".
This did not allow our team to monitor trends
and progress. This will be modified in the
2018.19 QIP to be measure from "decision to
treat to incision", with the goal of 30 minutes or
less.
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ID
Measure/Indicator from

2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance as

stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP
2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

15 Response time by on call
surgical team from time notified
to incision time for Non Urgent
C-Sections.
( %; Non Urgent C-Sections;
April - December 2017; Chart
Audits)

900 CB 75.00 80.00

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from Last
Years QIP (QIP 2017/18)

Was this change idea
implemented as
intended? (Y/N

button)

Lessons Learned: (Some Questions to
Consider) What was your experience with this
indicator? What were your key learnings? Did

the change ideas make an impact? What
advice would you give to others?

To ensure that the
response times are
according to the
SGOC/moreOB guidelines.

Yes Method of evaluating indicator was a "pass/fail".
This did not allow our team to monitor trends and
progress. This will not be on the 2018.19 QIP
however, we will continue to monitor times
internally.
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ID
Measure/Indicator from

2017/18
Org
Id

Current
Performance as

stated on
QIP2017/18

Target as
stated on

QIP 2017/18

Current
Performance

2018
Comments

16 Risk-adjusted 30-day all-
cause readmission rate for
patients with CHF (QBP
cohort)
( Rate; CHF QBP Cohort;
January 2015 - December
2015; CIHI DAD)

900 26.15 24.84 16.00

Realizing that the QIP is a living document and the change ideas may fluctuate as you test and
implement throughout the year, we want you to reflect on which change ideas had an impact and
which ones you were able to adopt, adapt or abandon. This learning will help build capacity across
the province.

Change Ideas from Last Years
QIP (QIP 2017/18)

Was this change
idea implemented
as intended? (Y/N

button)

Lessons Learned: (Some Questions to
Consider) What was your experience with

this indicator? What were your key
learnings? Did the change ideas make an
impact? What advice would you give to

others?

Medication Reconciliation
performed within 24 hours of
admission and on discharge.

Yes

Ensure CHF patients being
discharged have a booked follow
up appointment with their family
physician before discharge.

Yes

Ensure utilization of
standardized CHF order sets to
ensure appropriate care and
treatment.

No There is a very low number of patients

Offer clients being discharged
with CHF referred to CCAC for
the North West Telehomecare
program and/or Rapid Response
Nurse.

Yes
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Domain Measure/Indicator Comment Baseline
2017.18

Target

2017.18

Current

Performance

218.19 Target Target Justification Change Ideas Methods Process measures
Target for process

measure
Comments

Effective

Transitions -

Custom

Did you receive enough

information from hospital staff

on what to do if you become

worried about your condition or

treatment after being

discharged from hospital?

(900 - All Sites - Acute Patients)

% respondents
answering

"Completely"

Inhouse data
collection

from
Porst Discharge

Phone Calls

50.0% Collecting

Baseline
50%

(Q3 2017.18)

65.0% Goal to see a 15%
increase through
regular
communication with
staff and seeking
improvement ideas
from staff.

Communicate results to staff at staff meetings, to patients
and family at Patient & Family Advisory Council

Establish a feedback loop for support services to receive
survey results and feedback specific to their area of work

Communication to public with comments and activities
that arise from these comments

Monthly and
quarterly report
distribution

Meeting minutes and
newsletter achieves

Quarterly
communication

This indicator is a priority indicator for
2018.19. We have it listed under "custom"
because we use our own in-house data, as
we do not have data available in CIHI CPES
.

Review Process to look for opportunities to call outside of
regular business hours and to increase the number of calls
occurring in the 24-72 hours after discharge.

Process review
with key
stakeholders,
PDSA cycles with
new survey
methods

Number of phones
calls made within the
24-72 hour period
after discharge

75% of overall
response rate

Efficient -

Custom

Maintain the quality of the RAI

program

(52152 - Rainycrest only)

Ensuring the RAI
program is
maintained and a
CMI score reflective
of resident care
needs

100 n/a 100 CMI of 100
or better
(adjusted)

Maintain or improve

current CMI score
Active monitoring and daily reviews of CMI. Identify
issues and plan mitigations with significant CMI changes.
Review time frame for re-evaluation of residents who
have a change in status/acuity

Regular
monitoring and
reviews

Assess number of
reviews quarterly

Daily reviews

Provide education to staff on CMI and RAI program.
Maintain champions and communicate regularly to staff
about CMI

Education number of staff
educated

75% of staff educated
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Domain Measure/Indicator Comment Baseline
2017.18

Target

2017.18

Current

Performance

218.19 Target Target Justification Change Ideas Methods Process measures
Target for process

measure
Comments

Efficient -

Custom

Percent of performance

conversations completed

(900 - All Sites)

In-house records.
Move to a 2 year
cycle

63.0% 72% 77%
(Excluded

Rainycrest)

95.0% Goal to increase rate
of completion rate to
95%, by end of
FY2018.19 and
ensuring performance
conversations
continue to occur
every 2 years at
minimum

Provide quarterly reports on performance conversation
status by Manager

Recognitions to areas of excellence and regular follow up
in areas where performance conversations are below
target

Regular
communication

Quarterly
Communication

95% complete rate
per manager

Efficient -

Custom

Overall, how would you rate

your organization as a place to

work?

(900 - All Sites)

Results generated
from Accreditation
Canada's Work-life

Pulse Survey (%
positive: good, very

good, excellent)

74.3%
(2015)

65.0%
(2017)

n/a 65.0% 70.0% Goal to increase
positive response by
5% this year

Senior Leadership and the Board will review results of
recent survey and focus group feedback

Senior Leadership and the Board will prioritize themes
and strategies.

TBD TBD TBD
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Domain Measure/Indicator Comment Baseline
2017.18

Target

2017.18

Current

Performance

218.19 Target Target Justification Change Ideas Methods Process measures
Target for process

measure
Comments

Patient

Centred -

Custom

"Overall how would you rate

the care and services you

received at the Emergency

Department?

(900 - All Sites - ED patients)

% positive "Very
Good" & "Excellent"

88.0% Collecting
Baseline

88%
(Q3 2017.18)

88.0% Goal to maintain
current rate while
improving the process
for generating
feedback and focusing
on ways to receive
feedback from
patients during
afterhours

Review process for collecting data. Evaluate different
methods for conducting survey (paper vs. phone calls vs.
electronic survey) to ensure we are receiving feedback
from patients receiving care at different times

Process review
with key
stakeholder,
PDSA cycles with
new survey
methods

Response Rate (total
patients provided
survey /total
complete)

75% response rate
overall.

Minimum overall
sample size for
statistical significance
(95% confidence) =
377 responses per
year or 31/month

This indicator is a priority indicator for
2018.19. We have it listed under "custom"
because we use our own in-house data, as
we do not have data available in EDPEC

Communicate results to staff at staff meetings, to patients
and family at Patient & Family Advisory Council

Communication to public with comments and activities
that arise from comments

Regular
communication

Minutes and
newsletter achieves

Quarterly
Communication

Complete a Business Case and scenario evaluation to
meet the care needs within LVGH

Model review &
evaluation

TBD based on
business case

TBD based on
business case

Patient

Centred -

Custom

"Overall how would you rate

the care and services you

received at the hospital?"

(900 - All Sites - Acute Patients)

% positive "Very
Good" & "Excellent"

90.0% Collecting

Baseline 90%
(Q3 2017.18)

90.0% Goal to maintain
current rate while
improving the process
for generating
feedback and focusing
on ways to better
communicate the
results to staff

Monitor survey distribution and response rates Regular review of
results

Response Rate (total
patients provided
survey /total
complete)

75% response rate
overall.

Minimum overall
sample size for
statistical significance
(95% confidence) :
LVGH = 306/yr. or
25/month
RRHC = 60/yr. or

This indicator is a priority indicator for
2018.19. We have it listed under "custom"
because we use our own in-house data, as
we do not have data available in CIHI
CPES.

Communicate results to staff at staff meetings, to patients
and family at Patient & Family Advisory Council

Establish a feedback loop for support services to receive
survey results and feedback specific to their area of work

Communication to public with comments and activities
that arise from these comments

Quarterly details
reports
distributed

Meeting minutes and
newsletter achieves

Quarterly
Communication
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Domain Measure/Indicator Comment Baseline
2017.18

Target

2017.18

Current

Performance

218.19 Target Target Justification Change Ideas Methods Process measures
Target for process

measure
Comments

Patient

Centred -

Custom

How would you rate how well

the staff listen to you?

(900 - All Sites - LTC Residents)

% positive "Most of
the time" and

"Always:

86.0% 90.3% 55.6% 75.0% Goal to have a 20%
increase with
consistent practice for
generating results,
regular
communication with
staff and seeking
improvement ideas
from staff.

RRHC & EHC continue to complete the survey annually.

RC continue to work with volunteers to administer the
surveys on a rotational basis

Follow the
established
process

Response Rate (total
residents provided
survey /total
complete)

75% response rate
overall.

Our organization does not use NHCAHPS
Survey. We use a in-house survey and
report a corporate result from our LTC
resident responses. This is a custom
indicator on our 2018.19 QIP. We also pool
our data from our LTC & ELCAP residents to
report our results due to the small number
of residents at some of our sites

Communicate results to staff at staff meetings, to
residents at residents council and to families at family
council

Regular
communication

Meeting minutes and
newsletter achieves

Quarterly
Communication

Patient

Centred -

Custom

I can express my opinion

without fear?

(900 - All Sites - LTC Residents)

% positive "Most of
the Time" and
"always:

86.0% 90.3% 68.3%
(Q2 2017.18)

88.0% Goal to see a 20%
increase with
consistent practice for
generating results and
regular
communication with
staff

RRHC & EHC continue to complete the survey annually.

RC continue to work with volunteers to administer the
surveys on a rotational basis

Established
process

Response Rate (total
residents provided
survey /total
complete)

75% response rate
overall.

Minimum overall
sample size for
statistical significance
(95% confidence) = 97
responses per year

Our organization does not use NHCAHPS
Survey. We use a in-house survey and
report a corporate result from our LTC
resident responses. This is a custom
indicator on our 2018.19 QIP. We also pool
our data from our LTC & ELCAP residents to
report our results due to the small number
of residents at some of our sites

Communicate results to staff at staff meetings, to
residents at residents council and to families at family
council

Regular
communication

Minutes and
newsletter achieves

Quarterly
Communication
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Domain Measure/Indicator Comment Baseline
2017.18

Target

2017.18

Current

Performance

218.19 Target Target Justification Change Ideas Methods Process measures
Target for process

measure
Comments

Safe - Priority Percentage of residents who

were given antipsychotic

medication without psychosis in

the 7 days preceding their

resident assessment

(52152 - Rainycrest)

Data provided by
CIHI CCRS

20.6%
(2016/17)

19.0% 23.1%
(Q2 2017.18 )

21% Goal to be at or below
current provincial of
21%

Continue to have meetings with the Psychogeriatric
Resource Consultant to review Residents and strategies to
eliminate and/or reduce the use of these medications

Regular
monitoring and
reviews

% residents reviewed
quarterly

75%

Education with Staff and adding topic to the monthly
Nursing Staff meetings

Staff training
records and Staff
meetings

Staff meeting
minutes

Quarterly
Communication

Safe- Priority Percentage of residents who

were given antipsychotic

medication without psychosis in

the 7 days preceding their

resident assessment

(54116 - Rainy River)

Data provided by
CIHI CCRS

36.7%
(2016/17)

21.2% 39.6%
(Q2 2017.18)

21% Goal to be at or below
current provincial of
21%

Continue to have meetings with the Psychogeriatric
Resource Consultant to review Residents and strategies to
eliminate and/or reduce the use of these medications

Regular
monitoring and
reviews

% residents reviewed
quarterly

75%

Education with Staff and adding topic to the monthly
Nursing Staff meetings

Staff training
records and Staff
meetings

Staff meeting
minutes

Quarterly
Communication

Safe - Priority Percentage of residents who

were given antipsychotic

medication without psychosis in

the 7 days preceding their

resident assessment

(54296 - Emo)

Data provided by
CIHI CCRS

21.1%
(2016/17)

19.0% 6.9%
(Q2 2017.18)

21% Goal to be at or below
current provincial of
21%

For Physician engagement: Weekly Doctor's meeting to
discuss all of the residents, quarterly medication reviews
from Pharmacy where the Physician reviews and signs off,
and meetings with the PRC team.

Regular
monitoring and
reviews

% residents reviewed
quarterly

75%

Education with Staff and adding topic to the monthly
Nursing Staff meetings

Staff training
records and Staff
meetings

Staff meeting
minutes

Quarterly
Communication
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Domain Measure/Indicator Comment Baseline
2017.18

Target

2017.18

Current

Performance

218.19 Target Target Justification Change Ideas Methods Process measures
Target for process

measure
Comments

Safe - Priority Medication reconciliation at

discharge.

(900 - All Sites)

Total number of
discharged patients
for whom a Best
Possible Medication
Discharge Plan was
created as a
proportion the total
number of patients
discharge

99.4% 100.0% 74.9%
(Q2 2017.18)

80.0% Although 100% is a
theoretical best, it is
not consistently
attainable. We are
striving for a
consistent 80%

Review the audit process and identify opportunities for
improvement, especially in our smaller sites

Review process,
gather feedback
and ideas from
staff and continue
to audit monthly

Monthly Audits
(minimum 40/ month
at LVGH; and all
discharges at EHC &
RRHC)

Monthly audits are
performed 100% of
the time. Quarterly
reports have been
distributed 100% of
the time.

Target was adjusted from the 100%
theoretical best as there are many factors
including challenges with med rec at
admission, patient discharges in evening
hours where staffing is limited

Communicate results to staff and physicians through staff
meetings and newsletters

Staff meetings
and newsletters

Minutes and
newsletter achieves

Quarterly
Communication

Safe -

Additional

Medication reconciliation at

admission

(900 - All Sites)

The total number
of patients with
medications
reconciled as a
proportion of the
total number of
patients admitted
to the hospital.

97.16%
(2016.17)

100.0% 94.3% 95.0% Although 100% is a
theoretical best, it is
not consistently
attainable. We are
striving for a
consistent 95%

Review & monitor the audit process and identify
opportunities for improvement, especially in our smaller
sites

Review process,
gather feedback
and ideas from
staff and continue
to audit monthly

Monthly Audits
(minimum 40/ month
at LVGH; and all
admissions at EHC &
RRHC)

Monthly audits are
performed 100% of
the time. Quarterly
reports have been
distributed 100% of
the time.

2017.18 Target was adjusted from the
100% theoretical best as there are many
factors, such as admitted patient unable to
provide information for med rec to occur

Communicate results to staff and physicians through staff
meetings and newsletters

Staff meetings
and newsletters

Minutes and
newsletter achieves

Quarterly
Communication

Exploring electronic solutions for med rec (Think
Research)

TBD TBD TBD
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Domain Measure/Indicator Comment Baseline
2017.18

Target

2017.18

Current

Performance

218.19 Target Target Justification Change Ideas Methods Process measures
Target for process

measure
Comments

Safety -

Mandatory

Workplace Violence

(900 - LVGH, EHC, RRHC)

Number of
workplace violence
incidents reported

by hospital workers
(as by defined by
OHSA) within a 12

month period.

n/a n/a n/a Collecting
Baseline

The year we will focus
of implementing a
process for accurately
collecting the
information required
and collecting
baseline

Implement electronic reporting (AEMS) for reporting and
monitoring workplace occurrences including workplace
violence

Implement AEMS,
educate staff on
system

Milestone -
implementation April

April

Safety -

Custom

Workplace Violence

(52152 - Rainycrest)

Number of workplace

violence incidents

reported by hospital

workers (as by

defined by OHSA)

within a 12 month

period.

n/a n/a n/a Collecting
Baseline

The year we will focus

of implementing a

process for accurately

collecting the

information required

and collecting baseline

Implement electronic reporting (AEMS) for reporting and
monitoring workplace occurrences including workplace
violence

Implement AEMS,
educate staff on
system

Milestone -
implementation April

April

Timely -

Custom

Response time by on call

surgical team from time

notified to incision time for

Emergency C-sections.

(900 - LVGH)

Target to incision 30

minutes. Total

number of

emergency C-section

low.

n/a 83% 0% 30 minutes Change target & reporting to average time for "time from
decision to treat to incision time."

QI form filled out
with each C-
section

Number of forms
filled out vs. number
of C-sections

100%

Regular review (moreOB) of each case to assess process &
look for improvements

Agenda item on
moreOB meetings

Meeting minutes 100% of cases
reviewed

Communicate results to staff and physicians through staff
meetings and newsletters

Staff meetings
and newsletters

Minutes and
newsletter achieves

Quarterly
Communication

Star indicates the indicators linked to performanced based compensation
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Overview
Riverside Health Care (RHC) is a fully accredited multi-site, multi-function health care system serving the

residents of the Rainy River District. RHC operates hospitals in Fort Frances, Emo and Rainy River, and

Rainycrest Long-Term Care Home and La Verendrye Non Profit Supportive Housing in Fort Frances. Each

community is also served by Riverside Community Counselling which provides mental health and

addictions services, Community Support Services through Rainycrest, Assisted Living Services in two

communities and Valley Diabetes Education Centre which provides important chronic disease

management programming.

We are part of the North West Local Health Integration Network (LHIN). Located in the most south-

westerly portion of Northwestern Ontario, the Rainy River District makes up 9% of the North West

LHIN’s population. The majority of the population we provide service to is rural and remote, spread over

a large geographical area with a small population of 20,110 (Census 2016). The District has an aging

population with 19% of the residents are 65 years or older (Canada = 17%), a higher indigenous

population with 27% of the population identifying as Aboriginal (Canada = 5%) and a higher than

average unemployment rate with 9.1% of the population unemployed (Canada = 7.7%). Major industries

in Rainy River District include mining, forestry, agriculture, education and healthcare.

Riverside Health Care is currently in development of a new strategic plan. Our organization continues to

focus our strategic efforts on patient and resident safety and satisfaction, staff safety and satisfaction

and ensuring the community is well served across the continuum of care.

Patient and Resident Safety and Satisfaction
First and foremost the safety of our patients and residents is our priority at Riverside. All incidents and

near misses (also called “Good Catches”) are reported, investigated and monitored. Trends and critical

events are tracked and regularly reported to administration and to the Board of Directors. Our process

of reporting is currently a paper-based system and we will be migrating to an electronic solution in the

spring of 2018 at our acute sites. Riverside’s emergency, inpatient and resident (LTC) satisfaction surveys

continue to provide feedback and ensures experiences are regularly monitored in order to achieve

continuous improvement. The Patient and Family Advisory Council is established and actively involved in

reviewing patient surveys and making suggestions for improvement and change. Our Advisory Council is

involved in many of Riversides new initiatives and provides valuable feedback from the patient and

family perspective.

Staff Safety and Satisfaction
Staff safety is top of mind and there have been significant efforts made to assess, address and prevent

workplace violence. In addition to staff safety, we are also focused on staff satisfaction. Last year, the

organization redeveloped the annual performance conversation process and each manager prioritized

these valuable conversations with staff. This will continue to be given priority on the QIP and the

indicator of “How would you rate the organization as a place to work” has been added to demonstrate

the ongoing commitment Riverside has to staff experience. As one of the largest employers in the Rainy
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River District we want to renew our focus on employee experience and performance conversations to

become an employer of choice.

Serving our Community

At Riverside, we are committed to ensuring the community is well served and this commitment is

embedded in our 2018.19 QIP. Our continuum of care reaches from pre-natal to end of life and all

patient populations in between. The QIP reflects the diversity of our services with quality indicators and

change plans for all areas of care including, LTC, obstetrics, inpatient care, and emergency care.

Describe your organization's greatest QI achievements from the

past year
Performance Conversations

With a new refined focus and redevelopment of the performance management program, 77% of our

staff had their annual performance review with their manager. These conversations provided an

opportunity for managers and employees to discuss their performance, provide valuable feedback and

identify areas for improvement. This continues to be an area of focus for our 2018.19 QIP, with a new

bi-annual time frame to complete the performance conversation, expanding the focus into Rainycrest

LTC and increasing the target for completion to 95%.

Long Term Care Continuous Quality Improvement

Rainycrest LTC has prioritized the building of a strong continuous improvement program. This program

includes improving the resident’s common areas in the Special Care Unit, upgrading fireplaces, lounge

areas, and upgrades to the serveries/kitchen with ventilation, and sufficient lighting. Recently, quality

programs were initiated for Skin and Wound, Continence, Pain, Palliative, Infection Control,

Restraints/PASDs, Falls/Restorative, and Responsive Behaviours and attention to these areas is on-going

to ensure the programs are successful and for continued staff engagement.. These quality programs are

in keeping with LTC Act and regulations. The team has been focusing on CMI and RAI coding education

and this focus is reflective on the 2018.19 QIP.

ISO 15189 Plus Accreditation Achievement in Laboratory

In addition to being accredited with the Institute for Quality Management in Health Care (IQMH), our

laboratory became ISO 15189 Plus Accreditation. The laboratory met the requirements to achieve this

international status through demonstrating a high standard in their Quality Management Systems. Our

laboratory completes regular internal audits and risk assessments as well as root cause analysis as part

of the quality improvement program.
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Expansion of the moreOB Program

The Managing Obstetrical Risk Efficiently (moreOB) Plus Program integrates professional practice

standards and guidelines with current and evolving safety theories, principles and tools. This initiative

was expanded to include all inpatient staff. The goal was to encourage/promote the model for all staff.

The outcome observes is a more empowered group of staff and promotion of teamwork.

Innovations Improving Quality of Patient Care
Regional Critical Care Response (RCCR) is virtual ICU direct into TBRHSC ICU. Lead by a physician with

ORNGE, this initiative has improved patient care, the timeliness of care and allows for socialized

standardized medication administration and ventilation to occur remotely.

Spacelabs upgrades in Rainy River and Emo involved an updating of the cardiac monitoring system and

upgrades to the servers in LaVerendrye General Hospital in Fort Frances. With this upgrade the

emergency department physician in Fort Frances can view a monitored patient in Rainy River when

needed.

Engagement of Clinicians, Leadership & Staff
At Riverside, we routinely engage staff, physicians and managers in quality improvement activities. One

example of this collaboration is with the moreOB program; the physician co-leads the regular lunch and

learns with direct care team members. During our lab accreditation the laboratory technologists were

involved in ensuring the quality management program wasmaintained by the team. Front line staff

were also involved in our 2018.19 QIP planning a workshop.

Although there is regular engagement of managers, clinicians and staff in quality improvement activities,

this is an area for improvement. Staff need to know about the quality initiatives and have more

involvement to have more impact on the outcomes. As part of our overall QIP plan, regular

communication to staff, managers and patients on our progress throughout the year is planned.

Resident, Patient, Client Engagement and Relations
Patient and resident satisfaction monitoring is an area of concentration for our organization. Over the

past year, the quality improvement activities mainly focused on developing a process for gathering

feedback, setting response rates that would be statistically significant and setting up a database for

storing and analysing the results. Patient and resident satisfaction continues to have a strong presence

on the 2018.19 QIP with an emphasis on sharing the results and valuable feedback more broadly, using

the feedback to drive change and further improving in the process.

The Patient and Family Advisory Council (PFAC) is a valued committee that is very involved in monitoring

patient satisfaction responses as well as providing feedback to new initiatives at Riverside’s acute sites.

Recruitment continues to be a challenge; however the PFAC has put a lot of effort into developing a plan

for recruitment of new members, which will allow us to further engage our advisors on more
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committees and initiatives. The LTC resident council is a well-established resident council and meets

regularly.

Collaboration and Integration
At Riverside we work closely and collaboratively with community partners to improve patient care and
coordination. Key partnerships contributing to quality improvement include:

• Fort Frances Tribal Area Health Services – Riverside and Tribal Health work closely together to
support patients transitions to and from community. Tribal Health is a key partner in the Opioid
strategy with the newly opened Mino Ayaa Ta Win Healing Centre (Detox and Treatment), as
well as in the continuity of care for our mental health patient population.

• OPP – Riverside works closely with the local OPP to ensure patients and staff are safe within the
community and while in hospital. OPP is an important partner in facilitating transfers of patients
who are on a Mental Health Form 1.

• Education Partnerships include Confederation College, Lakehead University, Seven Generations
Education Institute and the Northern Ontario School of Medicine to provide placements for
students in the health care field

• Tbaytel – A new partnership between RHC and Tbaytel to provide patients, family and visitors
with free Wi-Fi while at the hospital was launched. This will enhance the patient experience and
allow our patients, families and visitors to stay connected.

• Rainy River District Sub Region Planning – Led by the LHIN and comprised of service providers in
the District, this groups acts as an advisory group to the LHIN on the specific and unique needs
of the Rainy River District.

• Rainy River West Local Health Hub – Riverside LTC works with partners from across the health
care continuum on table top exercises, to enable collaboration and integration in serving our
community.

• Canadian Mental Health Association – Rainycrest LTC, Emo Health Centre and Rainy River Health
Centre work closely with CMHA to enhance care for residents with various concerns such as
Behavioral, Pain, Mental Health etc.

• Community groups – Rainycrest works closely with various community groups and organizations
to enhance the resident experience. This included education sessions with The Alzheimer’s
Society, concerts with the local elementary schools, an Indigenous Christmas Celebration for our
Elders at Rainycrest, and The Fort Frances Legion held a Christmas Tea for our Veterans and
spouses.

• North West Home & Community Care – HCC is an important partner for facilitating transfers
between hospital and LTC as well as from hospital to the community.

Population Health and Equity Considerations
Our Emergency Departments provide many services to meet the unique needs of the local community.

We are the only facility providing emergency care between Fort Frances and Rainy River. Many residents

in the Rainy River District do not have access to a family physician and there are no walk in clinics in the

area. Our emergency departments have high volumes and see a number of patients with non-urgent

concerns.
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There is a large indigenous population in the Rainy River District and Riverside continues to work closely

with community partners and the indigenous community to enhance the experience of this patient

population. We accommodate smudging and other traditional healing practices within the facility.

Rainycrest LTC holds a monthly smudging ceremony for our indigenous residents. We engage regularly

with Fort Frances Tribal Area Health Services and Gizhewaadiziwin Health Access Centre to advance the

cultural awareness in our palliative care program. Our senior leadership team is planning meetings with

Elders and Local Chiefs.

Access to the Right Level of Care - Addressing ALC
At Riverside, we have unique challenges when addressing ALC and the length of stay for the ALC

population is higher than the provincial average. Our district has aging population, a remote location,

limited community services and only one LTC facility, as well as two facilities (Emo Health Centre and

Rainy River Health Centre) providing care through the Elderly Capital Assistance Program (ELDCAP).

ELDCAP provides services to Long-Term Care residents in units that are collocated within hospitals in

small northern communities.

We continue to seek opportunities to address the challenges with moving the ALC population to the

most appropriate destination. Convalescent care beds in LTC and respite beds provide alternative beds

for patients who otherwise be in ALC beds. We were also recently approved for a hospice bed.

Rainycrest’s Special Care Unit provides an appropriate environment for residents with responsive

behaviour. The Patient Experience and Flo Coordinator has improved efficacy of patient flow and

placement. The Patient Navigator, a new position for Riverside will further improve efficacies of patient

flow and placement for patients who live with addictions.

Opioid Prescribing for the Treatment of Pain and Opioid Use

Disorder
To help to manage opioid use disorder in our inpatient population, we work closely with OATC and a

local pharmacy to order and deliver methadone to the patients in the treatment program, during their

hospital stay. A full time Navigator was recently recruited to assist patient with addictions navigate the

healthcare system. In partnership with the RRDSSAB, Riverside has requested funding to host one-time

training for front line staff, service providers and community stakeholders across the Rainy River District,

related to offering opioid training. This community based proposal provides an opportunity for a

collaborative learning and educational experience.

Workplace Violence Prevention

Workplace violence prevention is a priority for Riverside. Significant efforts have been made to assess,

address and prevent workplace violence. We are committed to keeping our staff safe at work and
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preventing violence in the workplace. We have policies to address bullying, harassment, and

investigating workplace violence. We have a code of conduct and a declaration of patient rights and

responsibilities to set the minimum expectation for those working and using the facility. A great amount

of attention has been put towards improving the overall security of all of our facilities. Investments

have also been made to ensure those who require training such as Non-Violent Crisis Intervention and

Gentle Persuasive Approach have these skills. A risk assessment through the Failure Mode Effect

Analysis (FMEA) is in progress to identify and mitigate risks identified in the Emergency Department

after hours.
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BRIEFING NOTE

TO: Board of Directors

FROM: Henry Gauthier,
VP, Corporate Services & COO/CFO

Ted Scholten,
President and CEO

DATE: March 11, 2018

SUBJECT: Rainycrest Compliance Update

SUMMARY
• On February 15th, 2018 Karen Simpson, MOHLTC Inspections Director (Director), directed the NW

LHIN to cease authorizing admissions to Rainycrest until further notice. The suspension requires that
admissions may not be restored until evidence has been provided that the issues included in Appendix
A have been addressed. These issues have been summarized into the following plan categories: staffing,
staffing evaluation, maintenance, abuse and neglect, skin and wound care, communication, provision of
care, restraints and outbreak management. The Director also identified that there may be additional risk
areas and, as a result, there may be additional requirements that the Licensee may be required to
complete beyond those identified before admissions may be reinstated.

• On March 2nd, 2018 RHC submitted the plans and documentation prepared for the Director, as per the
established timeline.

• On March 7, the Governance Committee, as directed by the board, reviewed the implementation plans
in detail, and directed management to provide this briefing for Board review and discussion. Need for
timely external communication to the public was also requested.

• A follow up meeting was held with the Director on March 9th, 2018 and RHC was notified that it will
receive an order on Monday, March 12th requiring the organization to contract a qualified consultant to
support in assessment and achievement of staffing and resident care planning requirements. RHC has
already engaged a consultant and will ensure that the proposal builds in the specific language from the
order.

• Administrator / Senior Management also met with the ONA and CUPE Union Representatives
(representatives) on Friday March 9th, 2018. Purpose was to provide update with respect to above
correspondence with the Director and share the current status on non-compliance orders, including
plans submitted to address the same. In addition, this was an opportunity for Administrator / Senior
Management to listen to the primary issues identified from a union perspective. Intent was to focus on
moving forward to determine opportunities for positive relationship building with management, while
emphasizing the importance of providing a safe quality experience for our residents. Ongoing regular
communication with representatives is planned to continue.

• The following summary is a non-exhaustive list of progress made in the implementation of each plan:
1. Staffing:

a. Use of daily staffing tool (base versus actual) with consolidated historical view of staffing
compliance.

b. Assessment of overtime patterns (who and when).
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c. Monitoring timely assessment of candidates.
d. Engagement of union leadership to discuss new temporary support worker class for one on

one, use of this new class to support PSWs and discuss removal of 48 week casual
availability clause in the collective agreement.

e. Conducting independent review of scheduling process at Rainycrest to identify
opportunities for improvement.

f. Authorized additional hours strictly for completion of outstanding 2017 education and
communicated responsibility for management to ensure 2018 education is completed on a
pro-rated basis throughout the year.

g. Initiated exit interview for PSWs, RPNs and RNs that have left the home.
h. Engagement with local education institutions.

2. Staffing Evaluation
a. The plan template has been completed but an evaluation has not yet been completed.

3. Maintenance
a. System training for preventative maintenance provided to required staff.
b. System updated to ensure all tubs and lifts included.
c. Maintenance Log book kept at each unit with staff trained accordingly and daily review by

maintenance.
4. Abuse and Neglect

a. Annual education back log being addressed (please refer to staffing above).
b. Recruitment of former employee to ensure proper and timely documentation of care plans

and falls management.
5. Skin and Wound Care

a. Annual education back log being addressed (please refer to staffing above).
b. Skin Care Program policy and procedure reviewed and revised.
c. Weekly audits, assessments, interventions, evaluations, and education conducted through

one day per week dedicated to wound care lead.
6. Communication

a. Senior leadership formal weekly engagement scheduled with administrator, onsite and
offsite management, union leadership and staff (walkabout).

b. Administrator conducted enteric outbreak and closed to admissions update meetings with
staff at Rainycrest on March 6.

c. Engaged resident and family council chairs and will meet with full councils at their next
scheduled meetings.

d. Ongoing morning meeting on 24hr risk management report review also attended by
Riverside’s Directors.

7. Provision of Care
a. Consultant proposal being evaluated to come in week of March 26 or April 9 to conduct a

Resident Quality Inspection process that is also conducted annually by the MOHLTC. This
is a comprehensive inspection and will address the Director’s concern that there may be
additional risk. This proposal will be amended to account for the new Ministry order to be
received on March 12th.

b. RHC is attempting to recruit a long term care clinical leader for a 3-6 month period to
support the Administrator and Direct or Resident Care in coaching, auditing, process
improvement and providing a presence across all units and shifts to ensure continuous
quality improvement is achieved.

c. Resident care plans reviewed and updated, including focus on bathing and use of restraints.
d. Documentation flow sheets being audited daily to ensure that baths are being provided.

8. Restraints
a. Restraint program initiated with dedicated lead assigned.
b. Audit of all restraints in home conducted.
c. Review of required standards to apply restraints.
d. Education in progress with nursing staff regarding restraint policy and procedures (due by

April 15).
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9. Outbreak Management
a. Annual education back log being addressed (please refer to staffing above).
b. Plan includes requirement to notify residents and families when outbreaks occur.
c. Review/update procedure to reflect long term care process as it relates to detection of

infection, including review of this surveillance document monthly to detect trends.
d. Education of staff on infection control policy.
e. Ensure housekeepers check sanitizer dispenser’s daily, addition of notice on dispensers for

staff to report low volumes and maintenance checking daily logs located on each unit.
f. Assurance that inventory counts conducted monthly and that increased stock maintained

onsite.
g. Development/Refinement of Influenza Immunization & Antiviral and Outbreak

Management process maps.

• The plans provided to the MOHLTC each include numerous action items. To ensure timely
communication of progress and challenges experienced, a weekly report will be submitted by the
Administrator to Senior Leadership for review and then forwarded to the Governance Committee
members within 2 working days for their perusal (every Tuesday). In addition, a monthly summary of
progress will be prepared for the Board of Directors.

• RHC is focused on ensuring that the momentum of our quality improvement initiatives at Rainycrest.

RECOMMENDATION

This is for informational purposes and discussion at the March Board of Directors meeting.
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Appendix A
Suspension of Admissions - Rainycrest Director Letter

• The suspension requires that admissions may not be restored until the following have been achieved:
1. staffing plan developed that ensure appropriate staffing levels to meet needs of all residents;
2. staffing plan is evaluated and updated, to meet requirements if a resident is restrained;
3. organized maintenance program to ensure lifts and tubs are maintained in safe condition and

a good state of repair;
4. an active plan to ensure all residents are protected from abuse by anyone and are not

neglected by licensee or staff;
5. an active plan to ensure home’s skin and wound program promotes skin integrity, prevents

development of wounds and pressure ulcers, and provides effective skin and wound care
interventions;

6. leadership team and staff collaborate and communicate with each other, to ensure that
residents’ care needs are met;

7. care is provided to residents, as per their care plan, including but not limited to, bathing and
use of restraints;

8. residents restrained with physical devices are identified and assessed for the use of physical
restraints in accordance with the Long Term Care Homes Act and Regulation, including, but
not limited to, ensuring that all restraints have been consented to by the resident or if the
resident is incapable, a substitute decision-maker and the restraining is order or approved by a
physician or nurse in the extended class; and

9. An outbreak management system is established to detect, manage, and control infectious
disease outbreaks, including defined staff responsibilities, reporting protocols based on
requirements under the Health Protection and Promotion Act, communication plans and
protocols for receiving and responding to health alerts.
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Sub-region Planning Table Key Messages for Sector 
 

Instructions 
 
Please engage with colleagues from your organization and across your health service sector, to 
raise awareness of the sub-region planning table and process.  Please gather their questions 
and feedback, and return a summary to the next sub-region planning table meeting. 
 

Overview and Purpose 
 
The first session of Sub-region Planning Tables took place over the months of December and 
January. Three sessions are scheduled monthly to start, with quarterly meetings intended 
thereafter. 
 
Along with the Patient’s First Act, the Minister of Health has set a priority of building healthy 
communities informed by population health planning with the expectation that this is 
advanced through sub-regional planning tables at the community level.   
 
Sub-region Planning Tables will be a formal and systematic way to identify sub-region 

priorities and challenges.  The priorities will inform our IHSP direction, ABP actions and 

will be reviewed by the MOHLTC in a systematic way. 

The result of our work together will be a fully developed Sub-region Plan, containing the 

identified priorities which will be forwarded to raise awareness at the North West LHIN and 

MOHLTC. 

The LHIN remains committed to its vision of an integrated service delivery model that will 
result in improved health outcomes and patient experience, using the sub-regions to better 
understand the particular health needs in the different geographies. Sub-regions provide 
the opportunity to bring providers together to identify ways of coordinating and integrating 
services that will support the advancement of the Health Services Blueprint, as well as other 
key priorities, including Health Links, primary care integration and regional program planning.  
 
Internal resources at the North West LHIN have been aligned to support each Sub-region 
and incorporate their feedback into planning activities. Internal resources include a Sub-region 
Director, Clinical Lead, Planning Lead, Performance Lead and Home and Community Care 
Manager. 
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Population Health 
 
The high-level activities of the first Sub-region Planning Table session included surveying the 
environment by validating the population health profile and starting to set directions by 
identifying a desirable future state. These deliverables are part of a 7-step planning cycle that 
will identify local priorities within each respective sub-region. These priorities will inform 
how the North West LHIN plans, partners, prioritizes and funds to target the needs of local 
populations.  
 
The Sub-region Planning Tables are adopting a population based approach to planning, 
which is an approach that aims to improve the health of the entire population and to reduce 
health inequities among population groups. Population health planning looks at and acts upon 
the broad range of factors and conditions that have a strong influence on our health. 
 
By focusing on population health planning at the local level, the North West LHIN and system 
partners will ensure that services reflect the unique needs of patients and communities and 
improve health outcomes for the people of Northwestern Ontario. 
 

 
Source: Health Canada, Population and Public Health Branch, Strategic Policy Directorate (July 

2001) 
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Representation and Roles 
 
Membership of the Sub-region Planning Tables reflects an integrated local population health 

approach with representation across all health care sectors; including primary care, public 

health and social services.  For a list of each Sub-region Planning Table members, visit the 

North West LHIN website at: 

http://www.northwestlhin.on.ca/newsandevents/Press%20Releases/Sub-region-Planning-Table-

Members-Announcement.aspx  

This renewed approach benefits from the real-life perspectives of those who live and work in the 

health care system. By aligning the priorities of various tables that many system partners 

currently sit at, a single planning table at the Sub-region level will show respect for 

peoples’ time and effort to improve the system together. 

Sub-region Planning Table members are expected to bring key messages from each session 

back to system partners, with the purpose to share information about sub-region planning 

and collect feedback from their sector. 

Each Planning Table member is responsible to bring the perspectives of their community 

including the broader stakeholder groups (by sector and by geography) to ensure perspectives 

are taken into account. As such, stakeholders, including the general public, can expect to 

be engaged by Sub-region Table members. 

While the Terms of Reference for each Sub-region Planning Table are still under development 

and may evolve over time, currently the planning tables will have two main roles:  

1. Advisory: to identify local population health priorities and challenges; and opportunities 

for collaboration, coordination, integration at the local level 

2. Implementation: to champion the implementation of regional priorities/strategies at local 

level, identify population health needs and implement local solutions 
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How it fits together… 
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